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making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
CHI 2011, May 7 - 12, 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0267-8/11/05...$10.00.

Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).
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“We are ocular centric, and displays are therefore 
much more mature. Input is still primitive, and wide 
open for improvement.” Bill Buxton, 2007
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There have been various computer-driven revolutions in the 

past: the widespread introduction of the personal computer 

(PC) was one, the invention of the graphical browser was 

another, and the Internet yet another. There have also been 

computer eras where one type of computer has dominated, 

having straightforward implications for whether the 

computers were shared or personal, and for whether they 

were specialised commodities or not (see diagram below). But 

the ways computers have altered our lives, all aspects of our 

lives, is more comprehensive than, at first blush, recollections 

of these technological revolutions or eras might suggest. 

Photography, for example, has retained its familiarity despite 

moving from being chemically-based to being digital. At the 

point of creation, people still ‘point and shoot’ in much the 

same way as they used to. 

However, what one can do with images when they are digital is 

quite different. Whereas, before, we may have only printed one 

or two rolls of film, displaying the photos on the mantelpiece 

or in an album, digital images are now reproduced many times 

over, and are often broadcast around the world on websites. 

The activities we undertake and the goals we have in mind 

1.1 Changing Computers

1

3

2

4

Computers affect how we undertake the most prosaic of 

activities – from buying food to paying our bills – and they 

do so in ways we might not have imagined when the first 

personal computers arrived on our desks. They have also 

created wholly new experiences, for example, allowing us 

to inhabit virtual worlds with people from many different 

parts of the globe. In between these extremes, from the 

prosaic to the wholly new, computers have taken over 

from older technologies in ways that looked merely like 

substitution at first but which have ended up creating 

radical change. 

when we take photos and share them, then, are not at all the 

same now as they were even five years ago. 

It is not just in terms of user experiences, such as shopping, 

games, and picture-taking that the world has changed. 

Computers have altered our sense of the world at large, 

letting us see images of far-away places, instantaneously and 

ubiquitously. The world, now, seems so much smaller than it 

was even a decade ago. In this section we begin to look at 

many different aspects of how computing technologies have 

changed and their impact on our lives.

Four Computing Eras !

1

3
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1960s: Mainframe Era

One computer per many users.

1980s: Personal Computer Era

One computer per user.

2000s: Mobility Era

Several computers per user.

2020 and beyond: Ubiquity Era

Thousands of computers per user.
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Being human: Human-Computer Interaction in the year 2020
Harper, Sellen, Rodden & Rogers, editors

iPhone (Apple, 2007)

Surface (Microsoft, 2008)

Wii remote (Nintendo, 2006)

Kinect (Microsoft, 2010)

iPad (Apple, 2010)
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Challenges

Understand user motor
and cognitive skills

Improved and new input devices

Design new interaction 
techniques

Redesign systems

Improved and new output devices
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making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).
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Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).
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ABSTRACT 
Isometric and elastic devices are most compatible with a 
rate control mapping. However, the effect of elastic stiff-
ness has not been thoroughly investigated nor its interac-
tion with control gain. In a controlled experiment, these 
factors are investigated along with user feedback regarding 
ease-of-use and fatigue. The results reveal a U-shaped 
profile of control gain vs. movement time, with different 
profiles for different stiffness levels. Using the optimum 
control gain for each stiffness level, performance across 
stiffness levels was similar. However, users preferred lower 
stiffness and lower control gain levels due to increased 
controller displacement. Based on these results, design 
guidelines for elastic rate control devices are given.  
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces. 

General terms: Human factors 

Keywords: elastic, control gain, stiffness, rate control 

INTRODUCTION 
The mouse is an efficient pointing device [4,13,14], but 
there are environments without a flat surface where the 
mouse is not practical. Laptop manufacturers have re-
sponded with alternative pointing devices such as the touch 
pad. Like the mouse, the touch pad is an isotonic input 
device (it is free-moving and uses X-Y position as input) 
with a position control mapping (the input is mapped to an 
X-Y cursor position) [21]. However, the touch pad has a 
very small input area and requires frequent clutching which 
degrades performance [5]. Clutching can be reduced by 
increasing the ratio of control movement to display move-
ment (Control-Display gain, or CD gain) [1,3,9,10], but 
very high CD gain levels can hurt performance [1,9,10].  
Alternatively, clutching can be removed altogether by 
using a rate control mapping where the device input is 
mapped to a cursor velocity and direction. A rate control 
mapping is more suitable for an isometric or elastic device 
since they have a self-centering mechanism to return the 
device to a neutral state when released [21]. Isometric 

devices, such as the TrackPoint [15,17], do not perceptibly 
move and instead measure the force applied. Unfortunately, 
isotonic devices seem to be faster than isometric devices 
[6,7,14,16]. However, this difference could be due to non-
optimal device parameters. For example, isometric devices 
are also affected by control gain [9,11] and after some 
informal parameter tuning, Zhai found no difference be-
tween isotonic and isometric 6 DOF devices [21]. Another 
issue is that isometric devices lack proprioception, the 
human sense of position and movement of limbs, and may 
increase fatigue [21].  
In contrast, elastic devices have an effector which can be 
displaced over a certain operating range, with a spring 
applying an opposite force to self-centre (Figure 1). Yet, 
with the exception of Zhai’s small pilot experiment with a 
6 DOF input device [21], little is known about the effect of 
elastic device spring stiffness and there is no clear conclu-
sion for the added influence of control gain [4,7,9,11,18]. 
This, in spite of elastic devices appearing in the literature 
[5,8,12]. Without an understanding of the combined effect 
of elastic stiffness and control gain, tuning parameters for 
isometric or elastic devices will continue to be ad hoc.  
In this paper we present an experiment that systematically 
evaluates the interaction between control gain and stiffness 
using a high performance force feedback device. We found 
that the control gain vs. movement time has a U-shaped 
profile and in addition, that proprioception influences the 
shape of the U: with a carefully chosen control gain, elastic 
and isometric devices can perform equally well. However, 
our participants preferred more elasticity. We also show 
that operating range is not only affected by stiffness, but 
also by control gain. Finally, using these results, we give 
guidelines for the design and use of elastic and isometric 
rate control devices given the stiffness and operating range. 

operating range

effectorspring

neutral position

 
Figure 1. Elastic device composed of a spring attached to an 

effector. The resistive force is proportional to the effector 
displacement which is limited by the operating range.  
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ABSTRACT 
Position control devices enable precise selection, but sig-
nificant clutching degrades performance. Clutching can be 
reduced with high control-display gain or pointer accelera-
tion, but there are human and device limits. Elastic rate 
control eliminates clutching completely, but can make 
precise selection difficult. We show that hybrid position-
rate control can outperform position control by 20% when 
there is significant clutching, even when using pointer 
acceleration. Unlike previous work, our RubberEdge tech-
nique eliminates trajectory and velocity discontinuities. We 
derive predictive models for position control with clutching 
and hybrid control, and present a prototype RubberEdge 
position-rate control device including initial user feedback. 
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces 
General terms: Design, Human Factors 
Keywords: hybrid, pointing, clutching, mobile, elastic  
INTRODUCTION 
For the most part, a relative position control device, such as 
the mouse, will perform better than a rate control device, 
such as a joystick [6,9]. However, a potential issue with 
position control devices is when clutching – the momentary 
recalibration to avoid running out of input area – becomes 
more frequent, taking additional time [12,16]. Recently the 
resolution of digital displays has increased significantly, 
while the input area remains fixed, making clutching more 
of an issue. For example, laptops are available with 38cm 
(15") displays with resolutions in excess of 1400 × 1050 
pixels, yet the touch pad input space remains at about 4cm. 
With wall-sized displays, the difference is even greater.  
Clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display 
movement to control movement (Control-Display gain, or 
CD gain), but high CD gain can hurt performance 
[1,12,13,26]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity. Called pointer accelera-
tion, [12,21] this technique uses low CD gain at low veloc-

ity to improve precision and high CD gain at high velocity 
to cover large distances with minimal clutching.  
Clutching can be avoided altogether by using a rate control 
device such as the TrackPoint [26]. This may increase 
performance for long distance movements, but for shorter 
movements, where a position control device could be used 
without clutching, performance will suffer [9].  
To preserve the benefits of medium-distance position con-
trol and still accommodate long movements without clutch-
ing, simple hybrid position-and-rate control techniques 
have been proposed [2,22]. But without any haptic feed-
back, the transition between position and rate mode is dif-
ficult to distinguish and the rate is difficult to control. Zhai 
found that elastic feedback is well suited for rate control 
[26] and Dominjon et al. used elastic feedback for 3D hy-
brid position-and-rate control [8]. However, their mapping 
function has trajectory and velocity discontinuities when 
transitioning from position to rate control, further high-
lighting the challenges in designing a usable hybrid device. 
In this paper we present RubberEdge, a 2D hybrid position-
and-rate control technique using elastic feedback. Unlike 
past work, we designed a mapping function which enables 
a smooth transition from position to rate control. We con-
ducted an experiment to evaluate its performance and ex-
plore the interaction of CD gain and pointer acceleration. 
We found that our hybrid control technique outperforms 
position-only control by 20% with a small input area simi-
lar to a laptop touch pad. We derive two predictive models 
for selection time with clutching and hybrid control. Fi-
nally, we discuss a class of RubberEdge devices (Figure 1) 
and present our first physical RubberEdge prototype device 
for laptop touch pads, with initial user feedback.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 1: Design Concepts for RubberEdge Devices: 
(a) handheld pen tablet for a large display; (b) PDA 
with touch pad; (c) laptop touch pad    
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ABSTRACT 
Position control devices enable precise selection, but sig-
nificant clutching degrades performance. Clutching can be 
reduced with high control-display gain or pointer accelera-
tion, but there are human and device limits. Elastic rate 
control eliminates clutching completely, but can make 
precise selection difficult. We show that hybrid position-
rate control can outperform position control by 20% when 
there is significant clutching, even when using pointer 
acceleration. Unlike previous work, our RubberEdge tech-
nique eliminates trajectory and velocity discontinuities. We 
derive predictive models for position control with clutching 
and hybrid control, and present a prototype RubberEdge 
position-rate control device including initial user feedback. 
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INTRODUCTION 
For the most part, a relative position control device, such as 
the mouse, will perform better than a rate control device, 
such as a joystick [6,9]. However, a potential issue with 
position control devices is when clutching – the momentary 
recalibration to avoid running out of input area – becomes 
more frequent, taking additional time [12,16]. Recently the 
resolution of digital displays has increased significantly, 
while the input area remains fixed, making clutching more 
of an issue. For example, laptops are available with 38cm 
(15") displays with resolutions in excess of 1400 × 1050 
pixels, yet the touch pad input space remains at about 4cm. 
With wall-sized displays, the difference is even greater.  
Clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display 
movement to control movement (Control-Display gain, or 
CD gain), but high CD gain can hurt performance 
[1,12,13,26]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity. Called pointer accelera-
tion, [12,21] this technique uses low CD gain at low veloc-

ity to improve precision and high CD gain at high velocity 
to cover large distances with minimal clutching.  
Clutching can be avoided altogether by using a rate control 
device such as the TrackPoint [26]. This may increase 
performance for long distance movements, but for shorter 
movements, where a position control device could be used 
without clutching, performance will suffer [9].  
To preserve the benefits of medium-distance position con-
trol and still accommodate long movements without clutch-
ing, simple hybrid position-and-rate control techniques 
have been proposed [2,22]. But without any haptic feed-
back, the transition between position and rate mode is dif-
ficult to distinguish and the rate is difficult to control. Zhai 
found that elastic feedback is well suited for rate control 
[26] and Dominjon et al. used elastic feedback for 3D hy-
brid position-and-rate control [8]. However, their mapping 
function has trajectory and velocity discontinuities when 
transitioning from position to rate control, further high-
lighting the challenges in designing a usable hybrid device. 
In this paper we present RubberEdge, a 2D hybrid position-
and-rate control technique using elastic feedback. Unlike 
past work, we designed a mapping function which enables 
a smooth transition from position to rate control. We con-
ducted an experiment to evaluate its performance and ex-
plore the interaction of CD gain and pointer acceleration. 
We found that our hybrid control technique outperforms 
position-only control by 20% with a small input area simi-
lar to a laptop touch pad. We derive two predictive models 
for selection time with clutching and hybrid control. Fi-
nally, we discuss a class of RubberEdge devices (Figure 1) 
and present our first physical RubberEdge prototype device 
for laptop touch pads, with initial user feedback.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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ABSTRACT 
Isometric and elastic devices are most compatible with a 
rate control mapping. However, the effect of elastic stiff-
ness has not been thoroughly investigated nor its interac-
tion with control gain. In a controlled experiment, these 
factors are investigated along with user feedback regarding 
ease-of-use and fatigue. The results reveal a U-shaped 
profile of control gain vs. movement time, with different 
profiles for different stiffness levels. Using the optimum 
control gain for each stiffness level, performance across 
stiffness levels was similar. However, users preferred lower 
stiffness and lower control gain levels due to increased 
controller displacement. Based on these results, design 
guidelines for elastic rate control devices are given.  
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
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INTRODUCTION 
The mouse is an efficient pointing device [4,13,14], but 
there are environments without a flat surface where the 
mouse is not practical. Laptop manufacturers have re-
sponded with alternative pointing devices such as the touch 
pad. Like the mouse, the touch pad is an isotonic input 
device (it is free-moving and uses X-Y position as input) 
with a position control mapping (the input is mapped to an 
X-Y cursor position) [21]. However, the touch pad has a 
very small input area and requires frequent clutching which 
degrades performance [5]. Clutching can be reduced by 
increasing the ratio of control movement to display move-
ment (Control-Display gain, or CD gain) [1,3,9,10], but 
very high CD gain levels can hurt performance [1,9,10].  
Alternatively, clutching can be removed altogether by 
using a rate control mapping where the device input is 
mapped to a cursor velocity and direction. A rate control 
mapping is more suitable for an isometric or elastic device 
since they have a self-centering mechanism to return the 
device to a neutral state when released [21]. Isometric 

devices, such as the TrackPoint [15,17], do not perceptibly 
move and instead measure the force applied. Unfortunately, 
isotonic devices seem to be faster than isometric devices 
[6,7,14,16]. However, this difference could be due to non-
optimal device parameters. For example, isometric devices 
are also affected by control gain [9,11] and after some 
informal parameter tuning, Zhai found no difference be-
tween isotonic and isometric 6 DOF devices [21]. Another 
issue is that isometric devices lack proprioception, the 
human sense of position and movement of limbs, and may 
increase fatigue [21].  
In contrast, elastic devices have an effector which can be 
displaced over a certain operating range, with a spring 
applying an opposite force to self-centre (Figure 1). Yet, 
with the exception of Zhai’s small pilot experiment with a 
6 DOF input device [21], little is known about the effect of 
elastic device spring stiffness and there is no clear conclu-
sion for the added influence of control gain [4,7,9,11,18]. 
This, in spite of elastic devices appearing in the literature 
[5,8,12]. Without an understanding of the combined effect 
of elastic stiffness and control gain, tuning parameters for 
isometric or elastic devices will continue to be ad hoc.  
In this paper we present an experiment that systematically 
evaluates the interaction between control gain and stiffness 
using a high performance force feedback device. We found 
that the control gain vs. movement time has a U-shaped 
profile and in addition, that proprioception influences the 
shape of the U: with a carefully chosen control gain, elastic 
and isometric devices can perform equally well. However, 
our participants preferred more elasticity. We also show 
that operating range is not only affected by stiffness, but 
also by control gain. Finally, using these results, we give 
guidelines for the design and use of elastic and isometric 
rate control devices given the stiffness and operating range. 

operating range

effectorspring

neutral position

 
Figure 1. Elastic device composed of a spring attached to an 

effector. The resistive force is proportional to the effector 
displacement which is limited by the operating range.  
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display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:

CD
D

ORmin
max

max

= (12)

The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).

CD CD
Mouse DPI
Screen DPI

CDq
res

res
lmax max maxmin

( )
( )

,= = =!
"
# $

%
&

W
Hand res

min (13)

A graphical interpretation of the usable range of CD gain is shown in
Figure 18. For example, with a 400 DPI mouse, a 20' display with 100 DPI
resolution, a maximum 360 mm target distance, a minimum 2 mm target
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Figure 18. Usable CD gain range.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the use of friction based tactile dis-
plays for the simulation of finely textured surfaces, as such dis-
plays offer a promising way for the development of devices with
co-located vision and tactile feedback. The resolution of the tex-
tures rendered with such devices and their matching to real textures
have never been investigated. The paper first contributes to the eval-
uation of the texture resolution of friction based tactile displays. In
a controlled experiment, we investigate the differential thresholds
for square gratings simulated with a friction based tactile device by
dynamic touch. Then we compare them to the differential thresh-
olds of real square wave gratings. We found that the Weber fraction
remains constant across the different spatial period at 9%, which
is close to the Weber fraction found for corresponding real square
gratings. This study inclines us to conclude that friction based tac-
tile displays offers a realistic alternative to pin based arrays and can
be used for co-located vision and tactile rendering. From the results
of the experiment, we also give the design guidelines to improve the
perception of textures on friction based tactile displays.

Keywords: Tactile displays, co-located tactile displays, friction
based tactile displays, JND experiment, discrimination thresholds.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Haptic I/O—
Evaluation/methodology;

1 INTRODUCTION

In our daily life, touch and vision are co-located during the explo-
ration of objects. The perception of textures through the exploration
of surfaces with fingers is guided and influenced by vision. Some
properties of textures, like friction, roughness or stickiness, can be
inferred from the visual flow [9, 8] which in turn influences the
way of touching a surface. However, most tactile displays nowa-
days use a de-located interaction where the perception of textures
through touch and view are separated [25, 24]. Thus, the user per-
ceives the visual and haptic flows through different channels that
are integrated in her brain [11].

The development of co-located tactile displays where the dis-
play and simulation of textures occur at the same place constrains
to work with transparent tactile devices (Fig. 1). However the most
straightforward and intuitive way to simulate a texture is to repro-
duce its three dimension profile in a discrete way. This is usually
achieved with pin based arrays where each pin can be translated in-
dependently along the direction normal to the surface of simulation
[27, 34, 32, 33, 17, 28]. Considering this design, even if this kind
of technology is valid for other applications, it is not well appro-
priate for co-located interactions. One exception though to notice

!e-mail: melisande.biet@polytech-lille.fr
†e-mail:gery.casiez@lifl.fr
‡e-mail: frederic.giraud@polytech-lille.fr
§e-mail: betty.semail@polytech-lille.fr

is the Feelex developed by Iwata et al. that allows to feel and see
the shape of virtual objects in a co-located way [11]. However this
device is not portable and produces shadows beneath the finger that
reduce the fidelity of simulation.

Touching what one sees imposes to work with transparent con-
tinuous tactile devices. In a first effort towards this goal, some de-
vices intended to improve the experience of touchscreens start to
emerge on the market [23, 10]. The actuators used are made of
multilayer piezoceramic sandwiches, also called ”bending motor”.
With these devices, the whole screen vibrates to give, for instance,
the feeling of pushing buttons when they are touched. Even if it is a
first step towards the simulation of real textures, the tactile informa-
tion remains coarse since the tactile tactile feedback is a succession
of impulses coming from the rear of the screen.

To improve the texture rendering on co-located displays,
Takasaki et al. [30] proposed a device that simulates variable fric-
tion on a transparent surface to simulate sand paper. The use of
such devices, providing finely textured surfaces, is today the most
promising way to simulate realistic co-located tactile-display tex-
tures. A first experiment showed that this device can simulate dif-
ferent levels of roughness [19] but to the best of our knowledge,
there is no evaluation showing to what extend such devices can re-
produce real textures.

The technique of simulating textures on a variable friction de-
vice is less straightforward than the one used on pin based arrays
devices. With variable friction devices, the simulation of textures
consists in modifying the surface friction depending on the finger
tip position. In contrast, with pin arrays devices, the texture is re-
produced in three dimensions.

To evaluate to what extend virtual textures can match real tex-
tures, one can measure the difference in perception through the de-
termination of differential thresholds. The difference between the
differential thresholds of real and virtual textures can give a mea-

glass layer

piezoelectric
ceramic

LCD
display

Figure 1: Illustration of a design for the simulation of co-located vision
and tactile rendering with a friction based tactile display. The device
is composed of a glass layer with piezoelectric ceramics glued under
the surface to change the amount of friction of the surface. An LCD
screen fixed under the surface displays the visual representation of
the texture haptically rendered on the surface.
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
CHI 2011, May 7 - 12, 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0267-8/11/05...$10.00.

Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.
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making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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640! 480 pixel resolution is positioned under the surface
to capture finger movements. This gives a maximum
resolution of 6.4 dots per cm (16.25 DPI) for finger
tracking. We used the iLight framework version 1.6 for
fingers detection and tracking. Finger data were then sent
using TUIO messages3 to a custom built 3D application
based on the Ogre3D framework.4 The source code of the
Ogre3D listener implementing the different interaction
techniques is available on github.5

6.2 Task and Participants
The task is a 3D peg-in-hole task similar to the one
described by Unger et al. [21] (Fig. 1), but without collision
detection enabled. Each experimental trial began after the
previous peg was successfully positioned and ended with
the successful positioning of the current peg. Participants
were asked to position and orientate as quickly as possible a
peg into a hole located at the middle of a 3D rectangular
parallelepiped. The latter was made transparent to ease the
fine positioning of the peg. The peg was made of a
rectangular base on which a cylindrical shape was extruded.
When both position and orientation were under a given
threshold, the peg turned green to indicate it was success-
fully located. The trial was considered as fully completed
when the peg stayed at the correct position for 0.8 s. The peg
then moved to another position, selected randomly on a
hemisphere (i.e., the center of the hemisphere was the center

of the hole and the radius was defined to fit within the
display space). The hole remained at the same place. In
addition to perspective and occlusion, we also added a
ground with shadows projection to improve depth percep-
tion. The virtual camera remained fixed during the whole
experiment. We controlled for the presence of depth
(whether translation along z-axis was required), the
combination of axes required for the rotation and the
amount of rotation required.

Six males with a mean age of 25 participated. Partici-
pants had variable experience with virtual reality and
multitouch displays. Two were experts, another had some
experience, and the others were novices.

6.3 First Results and Discussion

Task completion time is defined as the time it takes to
successfully position the current peg into the destination
from the last successfully positioned peg. Results exhibited
a strong learning effect indicating we should run more than
three blocks in the final study.

The majority of users feedback concerned Screen-Space.
They all complained about depth translation: they were
frustrated by being unable to control the depth position
with two fingers. They reported they were used to the pinch-
to-zoom gesture available on commercial products and that
handling depth translation with three fingers was tedious.
As our mapping controlled orientation only (i.e., three
DOF), one extra DOF remained available for the constraint
solver (i.e., two fingers allow to control up to four DOF). We
therefore decided to change our two fingers mapping and
we added the control of depth position in addition to
rotation (Fig. 3).

Based on these pilot results, we decided to increase the
number of blocks to five in the controlled experiment. We
also changed the mapping of two fingers with Screen-Space
to control both depth position and orientation.

MARTINET ET AL.: INTEGRALITY AND SEPARABILITY OF MULTITOUCH INTERACTION TECHNIQUES IN 3D MANIPULATION TASKS 373

Fig. 1. Screen capture of the peg-in-hole task.

Fig. 2. Description of the Sticky Tools technique using the taxonomy.

Fig. 3. Description of the Screen-Space technique using the taxonomy.

3. http://tuio.org.
4. http://www.ogre3d.org.
5. https://gist.github.com/764989.

Fig. 4. Description of the DS3 technique using the taxonomy.
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Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).
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ABSTRACT 
We present results from an experiment examining the area 
occluded by the hand when using a tablet-sized direct pen 
input device. Our results show that the pen, hand, and fore-
arm can occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display. The shape of 
the occluded area varies between participants due to differ-
ences in pen grip rather than simply anatomical differences. 
For the most part, individuals adopt a consistent posture for 
long and short selection tasks. Overall, many occluded pixels 
are located higher relative to the pen than previously thought. 
From the experimental data, a five-parameter scalable circle 
and pivoting rectangle geometric model is presented which 
captures the general shape of the occluded area relative to the 
pen position. This model fits the experimental data much 
better than the simple bounding box model often used implic-
itly by designers. The space of fitted parameters also serves 
to quantify the shape of occlusion. Finally, an initial design 
for a predictive version of the model is discussed.  
Author Keywords: Hand occlusion, pen input, Tablet PC. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pres-
entation: User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Given our familiarity with using pens and pencils, one would 
expect that operating a tablet computer by drawing directly 
on the display would be more natural and efficient. However, 
issues specific to direct pen input, such as the user’s hand 
covering portions of the display during interaction – a phe-
nomena we term occlusion (Figure 1a) – create new problems 
not experienced with conventional mouse input [12].  
Compared to using pen on paper, occlusion with pen comput-
ing is more problematic. Unlike paper, the results of pen in-
put, or system generated messages, may be revealed in oc-
cluded areas of the display. Researchers have suggested that 
occlusion impedes performance [7,10] and have used it as 
motivation for interaction techniques [1,14,24], but as of yet 
there has been no systematic study or model to quantify the 
amount or shape of occlusion.  

Certainly, any designer can simply look down at their own 
hand while they operate a Tablet PC and take the perceived 
occlusion into account, but this type of ad hoc observation is 
unlikely to yield sound scientific findings or universal design 
guidelines. To study occlusion properly, we need to employ 
controlled experimental methods. 
In this paper we describe an experimental study using a novel 
combination of video capture, augmented reality marker 
tracking, and image processing techniques to capture images 
of hand and arm occlusion from the point-of-view of a user. 
We call these images occlusion silhouettes (Figure 1b). 
Analyses of these silhouettes found that the hand and arm can 
occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display and that the shape of 
the occluded area varies across participants according to their 
style of pen grip, rather than basic anatomical differences. 
Based on our findings, we create a five parameter geometric 
model, comprised of a scalable circle and pivoting rectangle, 
to describe the general shape of the occluded area (Figure 
1c). Using non-linear optimization algorithms, we fit this 
geometric model to the silhouette images captured in the ex-
periment. We found that this geometric model matches the 
silhouettes with an F1 score [18] of 0.81 compared to 0.40 for 
the simple bounding box which designers often use implicitly 
to account for occlusion. The space of fitted parameters also 
serves as to quantify the shape of occlusion, capture different 
grip styles, and provide approximate empirical guidelines. 
Finally, we introduce an initial scheme for a predictive ver-
sion of the geometric model which could enable new types of 
occlusion-aware interaction techniques.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Occlusion caused by the hand with direct 
pen input; (b) an occlusion silhouette image taken 
from the point-of-view of a user and rectified; (c) a 
simplified circle and rectangle geometric model cap-
turing the general shape of the occluded area.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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available method for capturing actual hand shape. With 
minor rotation and offset transformations relative to the 
contact centroid, this should match a portion of the 
occluded area and forms a key part of our first geometric 
model. The problem is that the whole forearm is not usually 
captured due to its height above the diffuser, so we add a 
rectangle with a constant offset of 100 mm from the same 
centroid (Figure 6a). This DI model has five parameters: a 
distance and angle to describe the offset of the DI image, an 
angle for rotation of the DI image, and a rotation angle and 
width for the rectangle.  

 
Figure 6. Three occlusion shape models: (a) DI and rectangle; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle; (c) Vogel et al. 

Multi-Touch Circle and Rectangle Model 
Typically, FTIR only provides the shape and size of the 
contacts [8], and capacitive only X-Y contact positions. To 
cover a wider range of devices, we extended Vogel at al.'s 
circle and rectangle model (Figure 6c) to multi-touch 
postures. Our model has exactly the same five parameters 

(Figure 6b): distance q and angle ) describe the offset of 
circle from point p, the centroid of the actual finger contact 

points; r is the circle radius; 4 is angle of the rectangle; and 
w is the rectangle width. To represent extended fingers, we 
add an ellipse for each contact and position it relative to the 
circle. Specifically, the major axis is aligned with the vector 
from the contact point to the circle centre and its length is 
such that the minor axis forms a chord on the circle. We set 
the minor axis to 15 mm and scale the major axis such that 
the tip extends 10 mm beyond the contact. Since these are 
constants, no additional model parameters are introduced 
for the ellipses. When faced with modeling extended finger 
postures, the ellipses should increase accuracy compared to 
only Vogel et al.'s circle and rectangle (Figure 6c). A 
limitation is that we only have actual X-Y contacts, so a 
single finger contact with an open hand (like participant 8 
in Figure 9) would only have a single contact. In this case, 
the model can increase r and decrease q to remove the 
ellipse and cover the entire hand with the circle.  

Testing Models by Fitting to Captured Silhouettes 
To test and compare the models, we use the same approach 
as Vogel et al. [25]: we “fit” the model to each silhouette as 
accurately as possible and use precision-recall plots and F1 

scores to compare fidelity. Note that we are not learning 
model parameters, but rather estimating an upper bound for 
model capability. The reader can consult the prior art for 
methodology details noting these changes: we use a single 
fitting stage; we only used pattern search; we use the 
posture contact centroid; and our objective function simply 
maximizes the F2 score. F2 favours recall over precision so 
more of the occluded area is covered creating more false 
positives, but fewer false negatives — a quality Vogel et al. 
argue is desirable. To remain consistent with past work, we 
compare fidelity with the equally weighted F1 score. Since 
the models are one-handed, we remove two-handed 
transform cases. Fitting each model to the 9209 test cases 
took more than 12 hours with a 2.66 GHz quad processor.  

Mean F1 scores for the DI model and our multi-touch circle 
and rectangle model are comparable: 0.801 (SD 0.078) and 
0.808 (SD 0.064) respectively. We also tested the 
“fingerless” Vogel et al. model, which has a very 
respectable F1 of 0.785 (SD 0.066). Since our model is 
based closely on it, a similar score is expected, but it is 
encouraging to see the finger ellipses improve fidelity 
without additional parameters. 

Our geometric model is primarily useful for non-DI devices 
where only individual finger contacts are sensed, not 
postures like palm, fist, and side. Thus, comparing mean F1 
scores using only 1 to 5 digit contacts is more relevant. In 
this test, the DI model achieves a similar F1 score of 0.802 
(SD 0.074) and a precision-recall plot illustrates a precision 
bias (Figure 7a). Our multi-touch circle and rectangle 
model improves with 0.819 (SD 0.055) and the plot suggests 
very high recall and good precision (Figure 7b). The Vogel 
et al. model also improves to 0.797 (SD 0.057). 

 
Figure 7. Precision-recall concentration plots: (a) DI shadow; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle. Points in upper right 
indicate better performance. 

IMAGE CORPUS 
Generating the occlusion design-time templates and testing 
different occlusion models leverages the large corpus of 
images and metadata we created in our experiment. This 
includes 16,320 sets of images synchronized with contact 
positions, sizes, and orientations. Each image set has an 
occlusion silhouette, raw and rectified versions of a point-
of-view frame capture, a DI capture, and an overhead frame 
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ABSTRACT 
Isometric and elastic devices are most compatible with a 
rate control mapping. However, the effect of elastic stiff-
ness has not been thoroughly investigated nor its interac-
tion with control gain. In a controlled experiment, these 
factors are investigated along with user feedback regarding 
ease-of-use and fatigue. The results reveal a U-shaped 
profile of control gain vs. movement time, with different 
profiles for different stiffness levels. Using the optimum 
control gain for each stiffness level, performance across 
stiffness levels was similar. However, users preferred lower 
stiffness and lower control gain levels due to increased 
controller displacement. Based on these results, design 
guidelines for elastic rate control devices are given.  
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces. 

General terms: Human factors 

Keywords: elastic, control gain, stiffness, rate control 

INTRODUCTION 
The mouse is an efficient pointing device [4,13,14], but 
there are environments without a flat surface where the 
mouse is not practical. Laptop manufacturers have re-
sponded with alternative pointing devices such as the touch 
pad. Like the mouse, the touch pad is an isotonic input 
device (it is free-moving and uses X-Y position as input) 
with a position control mapping (the input is mapped to an 
X-Y cursor position) [21]. However, the touch pad has a 
very small input area and requires frequent clutching which 
degrades performance [5]. Clutching can be reduced by 
increasing the ratio of control movement to display move-
ment (Control-Display gain, or CD gain) [1,3,9,10], but 
very high CD gain levels can hurt performance [1,9,10].  
Alternatively, clutching can be removed altogether by 
using a rate control mapping where the device input is 
mapped to a cursor velocity and direction. A rate control 
mapping is more suitable for an isometric or elastic device 
since they have a self-centering mechanism to return the 
device to a neutral state when released [21]. Isometric 

devices, such as the TrackPoint [15,17], do not perceptibly 
move and instead measure the force applied. Unfortunately, 
isotonic devices seem to be faster than isometric devices 
[6,7,14,16]. However, this difference could be due to non-
optimal device parameters. For example, isometric devices 
are also affected by control gain [9,11] and after some 
informal parameter tuning, Zhai found no difference be-
tween isotonic and isometric 6 DOF devices [21]. Another 
issue is that isometric devices lack proprioception, the 
human sense of position and movement of limbs, and may 
increase fatigue [21].  
In contrast, elastic devices have an effector which can be 
displaced over a certain operating range, with a spring 
applying an opposite force to self-centre (Figure 1). Yet, 
with the exception of Zhai’s small pilot experiment with a 
6 DOF input device [21], little is known about the effect of 
elastic device spring stiffness and there is no clear conclu-
sion for the added influence of control gain [4,7,9,11,18]. 
This, in spite of elastic devices appearing in the literature 
[5,8,12]. Without an understanding of the combined effect 
of elastic stiffness and control gain, tuning parameters for 
isometric or elastic devices will continue to be ad hoc.  
In this paper we present an experiment that systematically 
evaluates the interaction between control gain and stiffness 
using a high performance force feedback device. We found 
that the control gain vs. movement time has a U-shaped 
profile and in addition, that proprioception influences the 
shape of the U: with a carefully chosen control gain, elastic 
and isometric devices can perform equally well. However, 
our participants preferred more elasticity. We also show 
that operating range is not only affected by stiffness, but 
also by control gain. Finally, using these results, we give 
guidelines for the design and use of elastic and isometric 
rate control devices given the stiffness and operating range. 

operating range

effectorspring

neutral position

 
Figure 1. Elastic device composed of a spring attached to an 

effector. The resistive force is proportional to the effector 
displacement which is limited by the operating range.  
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ABSTRACT 
Position control devices enable precise selection, but sig-
nificant clutching degrades performance. Clutching can be 
reduced with high control-display gain or pointer accelera-
tion, but there are human and device limits. Elastic rate 
control eliminates clutching completely, but can make 
precise selection difficult. We show that hybrid position-
rate control can outperform position control by 20% when 
there is significant clutching, even when using pointer 
acceleration. Unlike previous work, our RubberEdge tech-
nique eliminates trajectory and velocity discontinuities. We 
derive predictive models for position control with clutching 
and hybrid control, and present a prototype RubberEdge 
position-rate control device including initial user feedback. 
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces 
General terms: Design, Human Factors 
Keywords: hybrid, pointing, clutching, mobile, elastic  
INTRODUCTION 
For the most part, a relative position control device, such as 
the mouse, will perform better than a rate control device, 
such as a joystick [6,9]. However, a potential issue with 
position control devices is when clutching – the momentary 
recalibration to avoid running out of input area – becomes 
more frequent, taking additional time [12,16]. Recently the 
resolution of digital displays has increased significantly, 
while the input area remains fixed, making clutching more 
of an issue. For example, laptops are available with 38cm 
(15") displays with resolutions in excess of 1400 × 1050 
pixels, yet the touch pad input space remains at about 4cm. 
With wall-sized displays, the difference is even greater.  
Clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display 
movement to control movement (Control-Display gain, or 
CD gain), but high CD gain can hurt performance 
[1,12,13,26]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity. Called pointer accelera-
tion, [12,21] this technique uses low CD gain at low veloc-

ity to improve precision and high CD gain at high velocity 
to cover large distances with minimal clutching.  
Clutching can be avoided altogether by using a rate control 
device such as the TrackPoint [26]. This may increase 
performance for long distance movements, but for shorter 
movements, where a position control device could be used 
without clutching, performance will suffer [9].  
To preserve the benefits of medium-distance position con-
trol and still accommodate long movements without clutch-
ing, simple hybrid position-and-rate control techniques 
have been proposed [2,22]. But without any haptic feed-
back, the transition between position and rate mode is dif-
ficult to distinguish and the rate is difficult to control. Zhai 
found that elastic feedback is well suited for rate control 
[26] and Dominjon et al. used elastic feedback for 3D hy-
brid position-and-rate control [8]. However, their mapping 
function has trajectory and velocity discontinuities when 
transitioning from position to rate control, further high-
lighting the challenges in designing a usable hybrid device. 
In this paper we present RubberEdge, a 2D hybrid position-
and-rate control technique using elastic feedback. Unlike 
past work, we designed a mapping function which enables 
a smooth transition from position to rate control. We con-
ducted an experiment to evaluate its performance and ex-
plore the interaction of CD gain and pointer acceleration. 
We found that our hybrid control technique outperforms 
position-only control by 20% with a small input area simi-
lar to a laptop touch pad. We derive two predictive models 
for selection time with clutching and hybrid control. Fi-
nally, we discuss a class of RubberEdge devices (Figure 1) 
and present our first physical RubberEdge prototype device 
for laptop touch pads, with initial user feedback.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 1: Design Concepts for RubberEdge Devices: 
(a) handheld pen tablet for a large display; (b) PDA 
with touch pad; (c) laptop touch pad    
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ABSTRACT 
Position control devices enable precise selection, but sig-
nificant clutching degrades performance. Clutching can be 
reduced with high control-display gain or pointer accelera-
tion, but there are human and device limits. Elastic rate 
control eliminates clutching completely, but can make 
precise selection difficult. We show that hybrid position-
rate control can outperform position control by 20% when 
there is significant clutching, even when using pointer 
acceleration. Unlike previous work, our RubberEdge tech-
nique eliminates trajectory and velocity discontinuities. We 
derive predictive models for position control with clutching 
and hybrid control, and present a prototype RubberEdge 
position-rate control device including initial user feedback. 
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
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INTRODUCTION 
For the most part, a relative position control device, such as 
the mouse, will perform better than a rate control device, 
such as a joystick [6,9]. However, a potential issue with 
position control devices is when clutching – the momentary 
recalibration to avoid running out of input area – becomes 
more frequent, taking additional time [12,16]. Recently the 
resolution of digital displays has increased significantly, 
while the input area remains fixed, making clutching more 
of an issue. For example, laptops are available with 38cm 
(15") displays with resolutions in excess of 1400 × 1050 
pixels, yet the touch pad input space remains at about 4cm. 
With wall-sized displays, the difference is even greater.  
Clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display 
movement to control movement (Control-Display gain, or 
CD gain), but high CD gain can hurt performance 
[1,12,13,26]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity. Called pointer accelera-
tion, [12,21] this technique uses low CD gain at low veloc-

ity to improve precision and high CD gain at high velocity 
to cover large distances with minimal clutching.  
Clutching can be avoided altogether by using a rate control 
device such as the TrackPoint [26]. This may increase 
performance for long distance movements, but for shorter 
movements, where a position control device could be used 
without clutching, performance will suffer [9].  
To preserve the benefits of medium-distance position con-
trol and still accommodate long movements without clutch-
ing, simple hybrid position-and-rate control techniques 
have been proposed [2,22]. But without any haptic feed-
back, the transition between position and rate mode is dif-
ficult to distinguish and the rate is difficult to control. Zhai 
found that elastic feedback is well suited for rate control 
[26] and Dominjon et al. used elastic feedback for 3D hy-
brid position-and-rate control [8]. However, their mapping 
function has trajectory and velocity discontinuities when 
transitioning from position to rate control, further high-
lighting the challenges in designing a usable hybrid device. 
In this paper we present RubberEdge, a 2D hybrid position-
and-rate control technique using elastic feedback. Unlike 
past work, we designed a mapping function which enables 
a smooth transition from position to rate control. We con-
ducted an experiment to evaluate its performance and ex-
plore the interaction of CD gain and pointer acceleration. 
We found that our hybrid control technique outperforms 
position-only control by 20% with a small input area simi-
lar to a laptop touch pad. We derive two predictive models 
for selection time with clutching and hybrid control. Fi-
nally, we discuss a class of RubberEdge devices (Figure 1) 
and present our first physical RubberEdge prototype device 
for laptop touch pads, with initial user feedback.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 1: Design Concepts for RubberEdge Devices: 
(a) handheld pen tablet for a large display; (b) PDA 
with touch pad; (c) laptop touch pad    
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display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:

CD
D

ORmin
max

max

= (12)

The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).
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A graphical interpretation of the usable range of CD gain is shown in
Figure 18. For example, with a 400 DPI mouse, a 20' display with 100 DPI
resolution, a maximum 360 mm target distance, a minimum 2 mm target
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Figure 18. Usable CD gain range.
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ABSTRACT 
Isometric and elastic devices are most compatible with a 
rate control mapping. However, the effect of elastic stiff-
ness has not been thoroughly investigated nor its interac-
tion with control gain. In a controlled experiment, these 
factors are investigated along with user feedback regarding 
ease-of-use and fatigue. The results reveal a U-shaped 
profile of control gain vs. movement time, with different 
profiles for different stiffness levels. Using the optimum 
control gain for each stiffness level, performance across 
stiffness levels was similar. However, users preferred lower 
stiffness and lower control gain levels due to increased 
controller displacement. Based on these results, design 
guidelines for elastic rate control devices are given.  
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces. 

General terms: Human factors 

Keywords: elastic, control gain, stiffness, rate control 

INTRODUCTION 
The mouse is an efficient pointing device [4,13,14], but 
there are environments without a flat surface where the 
mouse is not practical. Laptop manufacturers have re-
sponded with alternative pointing devices such as the touch 
pad. Like the mouse, the touch pad is an isotonic input 
device (it is free-moving and uses X-Y position as input) 
with a position control mapping (the input is mapped to an 
X-Y cursor position) [21]. However, the touch pad has a 
very small input area and requires frequent clutching which 
degrades performance [5]. Clutching can be reduced by 
increasing the ratio of control movement to display move-
ment (Control-Display gain, or CD gain) [1,3,9,10], but 
very high CD gain levels can hurt performance [1,9,10].  
Alternatively, clutching can be removed altogether by 
using a rate control mapping where the device input is 
mapped to a cursor velocity and direction. A rate control 
mapping is more suitable for an isometric or elastic device 
since they have a self-centering mechanism to return the 
device to a neutral state when released [21]. Isometric 

devices, such as the TrackPoint [15,17], do not perceptibly 
move and instead measure the force applied. Unfortunately, 
isotonic devices seem to be faster than isometric devices 
[6,7,14,16]. However, this difference could be due to non-
optimal device parameters. For example, isometric devices 
are also affected by control gain [9,11] and after some 
informal parameter tuning, Zhai found no difference be-
tween isotonic and isometric 6 DOF devices [21]. Another 
issue is that isometric devices lack proprioception, the 
human sense of position and movement of limbs, and may 
increase fatigue [21].  
In contrast, elastic devices have an effector which can be 
displaced over a certain operating range, with a spring 
applying an opposite force to self-centre (Figure 1). Yet, 
with the exception of Zhai’s small pilot experiment with a 
6 DOF input device [21], little is known about the effect of 
elastic device spring stiffness and there is no clear conclu-
sion for the added influence of control gain [4,7,9,11,18]. 
This, in spite of elastic devices appearing in the literature 
[5,8,12]. Without an understanding of the combined effect 
of elastic stiffness and control gain, tuning parameters for 
isometric or elastic devices will continue to be ad hoc.  
In this paper we present an experiment that systematically 
evaluates the interaction between control gain and stiffness 
using a high performance force feedback device. We found 
that the control gain vs. movement time has a U-shaped 
profile and in addition, that proprioception influences the 
shape of the U: with a carefully chosen control gain, elastic 
and isometric devices can perform equally well. However, 
our participants preferred more elasticity. We also show 
that operating range is not only affected by stiffness, but 
also by control gain. Finally, using these results, we give 
guidelines for the design and use of elastic and isometric 
rate control devices given the stiffness and operating range. 

operating range

effectorspring

neutral position

 
Figure 1. Elastic device composed of a spring attached to an 

effector. The resistive force is proportional to the effector 
displacement which is limited by the operating range.  
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Figure 1. (a) very large (5m x 1.8m), high resolution (6144 x 2304 pixels) display; (b) visualization showing ambiguous posture 

threshold warning; (c) the hand controls pointer position and makes “click” selection with finger or thumb. 
 

ABSTRACT 
We explore the design space of freehand pointing and 
clicking interaction with very large high resolution displays 
from a distance. Three techniques for gestural pointing and 
two for clicking are developed and evaluated. In addition, 
we present subtle auditory and visual feedback techniques to 
compensate for the lack of kinesthetic feedback in freehand 
interaction, and to promote learning and use of appropriate 
postures. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5.2 [User 
Interfaces]: Interaction styles; I.3.6 [Methodology and 
Techniques]: Interaction techniques. 
General Terms: Design, Experimentation, Human Factors 
Additional Keywords and Phrases: very large displays, 
freehand gestures, whole hand interaction, pointing 

INTRODUCTION 
As displays increase in size and resolution while decreasing 
in price we will soon have entire walls providing high 
resolution visual output. These very large, high resolution 
displays will allow users to work up close with detailed 
information and also enable them to step back and 
manipulate the contents of the entire display space.  
There are some tasks that are best performed from a 
distance: for example, sorting slides/photos/pages spread 
over the large display, or presenting a large drawing to a 
group while navigating/panning/highlighting. Because of 
their size and architectural context, these displays can be 
used in a more casual manner similar to a large physical 

whiteboard or paste up design space. There are also 
circumstances where users cannot easily approach the 
display and can interact only from a distance. Consider a 
central control room used to monitor large systems like a 
railway, or a large display mounted out of reach in a public 
place like an airport.  
Direct manipulation through pointing and clicking remains 
by far the dominant interaction paradigm in conventional 
user interfaces. Although alternatives like gesture-based 
interfaces have been explored, the self-revealing nature, 
simplicity, and flexibility of the point and click metaphor is 
hard to beat. When a display surface can sense touch, 
selecting items by tapping with your finger or a pen is 
immediately appealing, as it mimics real world interaction. 
But what happens when we are farther away from the 
display? Proposed solutions to distant point and click 
interaction include using 3D input devices such as a flying 
mouse or hand-held isometric input [12, 32], and laser 
pointer-style devices [18, 20, 21]. However, relying on a 
hand-held isometric or isotonic device can make the 
transition from distant to close interaction awkward. 
Although laser pointers can become “touch pens” when used 
on the display surface, with “on again, off again” casual 
interaction, a physical device must be acquired and released, 
and may even become misplaced. 
Our work investigates potential techniques for pointing and 
clicking from a distance using only the human hand. This 
eliminates issues with acquiring a physical input device, and 
transitions very fluidly to up close touch screen interaction. 
Although we use a commercial motion tracking system with 
reflective markers on the hand for developing and evaluating 
these techniques, computer vision is approaching robust, 
real time tracking of bare hand postures and movement in 
3D space [19], thus making bare hand interaction a realistic 
possibility in the near future. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies 
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or 
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific 
permission and/or a fee. 
UIST’05, October 23–27, 2005, Seattle, Washington, USA. 
Copyright 2005 ACM 1-59593-023-X/05/0010…$5.00. 
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Simple linear functions

Control-Display Gain = 116

display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:

CD
D

ORmin
max

max

= (12)

The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).

CD CD
Mouse DPI
Screen DPI

CDq
res

res
lmax max maxmin

( )
( )

,= = =!
"
# $

%
&

W
Hand res

min (13)

A graphical interpretation of the usable range of CD gain is shown in
Figure 18. For example, with a 400 DPI mouse, a 20' display with 100 DPI
resolution, a maximum 360 mm target distance, a minimum 2 mm target
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Figure 18. Usable CD gain range.
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Simple linear functions

Control-Display Gain = 417

display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:

CD
D

ORmin
max

max

= (12)

The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).
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A graphical interpretation of the usable range of CD gain is shown in
Figure 18. For example, with a 400 DPI mouse, a 20' display with 100 DPI
resolution, a maximum 360 mm target distance, a minimum 2 mm target
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Dynamic functions

Optimized initial impulse model [Meyer et al.]

overshoots the target, a second lower velocity corrective movement is used in the
direction of the target. Successively slower corrective movements are reap-
plied until the target is acquired (see Figure 2).

PA is one of many techniques that influence the motor-space through which
the device travels during target acquisition: High gain reduces the motor dis-
tance during ballistic movement, and low gain increases the motor size of the
target during corrective action. Other successful examples of motor-space ad-
aptation include McGuffin and Balakrishnan’s (2002) expanding targets; Gross-
man and Balakrishnan’s (2005) bubble cursor; and Blanch, Guiard, and Beau-
douin-Lafon’s (2004) semantic pointing, all of which dynamically adjust motor-
space to reduce the target distance, increase the width, or both. These tech-
niques, fully reviewed in Balakrishnan (2004), are all target oriented: The CD
gain or the target/cursor area is dynamically adjusted as a result of the cursor’s
proximity to the target. PA, in contrast, is more general because it is independ-
ent of the semantics of the target environment.

A PA function f produces a CD gain G from the device motor space veloc-
ity v (the function may map motor-space velocity directly to display space ve-
locity, but this is equivalent).

G = f(v) (5)

Most previous work has investigated variants of discrete two-level thresh-
old functions ( Jellinek & Card, 1990). These are easy to implement and were

224 CASIEZ ET AL.

2. Linux distributions still use the two-level threshold functions. The X server con-
trols the PA using the threshold velocity and the second level of the functions which
are set in the mouse configuration panel. The XChangePointerControl function is an
alternative way of configuring these settings from within a software application.

Figure 2. (left) Decomposition of a pointing movement into the ballistic and corrective phases
(adapted from Meyer et al., 1988). (right) (a) Is the case where a single movement reaches the
target. (b) and (c) are the more likely cases where the initial movement under or over shoots
the target, requiring subsequent corrective movements.
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display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:

CD
D

ORmin
max

max

= (12)

The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).
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A graphical interpretation of the usable range of CD gain is shown in
Figure 18. For example, with a 400 DPI mouse, a 20' display with 100 DPI
resolution, a maximum 360 mm target distance, a minimum 2 mm target
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display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:

CD
D

ORmin
max

max

= (12)

The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).
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A graphical interpretation of the usable range of CD gain is shown in
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display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:
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The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).
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ABSTRACT 
Isometric and elastic devices are most compatible with a 
rate control mapping. However, the effect of elastic stiff-
ness has not been thoroughly investigated nor its interac-
tion with control gain. In a controlled experiment, these 
factors are investigated along with user feedback regarding 
ease-of-use and fatigue. The results reveal a U-shaped 
profile of control gain vs. movement time, with different 
profiles for different stiffness levels. Using the optimum 
control gain for each stiffness level, performance across 
stiffness levels was similar. However, users preferred lower 
stiffness and lower control gain levels due to increased 
controller displacement. Based on these results, design 
guidelines for elastic rate control devices are given.  
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces. 

General terms: Human factors 

Keywords: elastic, control gain, stiffness, rate control 

INTRODUCTION 
The mouse is an efficient pointing device [4,13,14], but 
there are environments without a flat surface where the 
mouse is not practical. Laptop manufacturers have re-
sponded with alternative pointing devices such as the touch 
pad. Like the mouse, the touch pad is an isotonic input 
device (it is free-moving and uses X-Y position as input) 
with a position control mapping (the input is mapped to an 
X-Y cursor position) [21]. However, the touch pad has a 
very small input area and requires frequent clutching which 
degrades performance [5]. Clutching can be reduced by 
increasing the ratio of control movement to display move-
ment (Control-Display gain, or CD gain) [1,3,9,10], but 
very high CD gain levels can hurt performance [1,9,10].  
Alternatively, clutching can be removed altogether by 
using a rate control mapping where the device input is 
mapped to a cursor velocity and direction. A rate control 
mapping is more suitable for an isometric or elastic device 
since they have a self-centering mechanism to return the 
device to a neutral state when released [21]. Isometric 

devices, such as the TrackPoint [15,17], do not perceptibly 
move and instead measure the force applied. Unfortunately, 
isotonic devices seem to be faster than isometric devices 
[6,7,14,16]. However, this difference could be due to non-
optimal device parameters. For example, isometric devices 
are also affected by control gain [9,11] and after some 
informal parameter tuning, Zhai found no difference be-
tween isotonic and isometric 6 DOF devices [21]. Another 
issue is that isometric devices lack proprioception, the 
human sense of position and movement of limbs, and may 
increase fatigue [21].  
In contrast, elastic devices have an effector which can be 
displaced over a certain operating range, with a spring 
applying an opposite force to self-centre (Figure 1). Yet, 
with the exception of Zhai’s small pilot experiment with a 
6 DOF input device [21], little is known about the effect of 
elastic device spring stiffness and there is no clear conclu-
sion for the added influence of control gain [4,7,9,11,18]. 
This, in spite of elastic devices appearing in the literature 
[5,8,12]. Without an understanding of the combined effect 
of elastic stiffness and control gain, tuning parameters for 
isometric or elastic devices will continue to be ad hoc.  
In this paper we present an experiment that systematically 
evaluates the interaction between control gain and stiffness 
using a high performance force feedback device. We found 
that the control gain vs. movement time has a U-shaped 
profile and in addition, that proprioception influences the 
shape of the U: with a carefully chosen control gain, elastic 
and isometric devices can perform equally well. However, 
our participants preferred more elasticity. We also show 
that operating range is not only affected by stiffness, but 
also by control gain. Finally, using these results, we give 
guidelines for the design and use of elastic and isometric 
rate control devices given the stiffness and operating range. 

operating range

effectorspring

neutral position

 
Figure 1. Elastic device composed of a spring attached to an 

effector. The resistive force is proportional to the effector 
displacement which is limited by the operating range.  
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there are environments without a flat surface where the 
mouse is not practical. Laptop manufacturers have re-
sponded with alternative pointing devices such as the touch 
pad. Like the mouse, the touch pad is an isotonic input 
device (it is free-moving and uses X-Y position as input) 
with a position control mapping (the input is mapped to an 
X-Y cursor position) [21]. However, the touch pad has a 
very small input area and requires frequent clutching which 
degrades performance [5]. Clutching can be reduced by 
increasing the ratio of control movement to display move-
ment (Control-Display gain, or CD gain) [1,3,9,10], but 
very high CD gain levels can hurt performance [1,9,10].  
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are also affected by control gain [9,11] and after some 
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with the exception of Zhai’s small pilot experiment with a 
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This, in spite of elastic devices appearing in the literature 
[5,8,12]. Without an understanding of the combined effect 
of elastic stiffness and control gain, tuning parameters for 
isometric or elastic devices will continue to be ad hoc.  
In this paper we present an experiment that systematically 
evaluates the interaction between control gain and stiffness 
using a high performance force feedback device. We found 
that the control gain vs. movement time has a U-shaped 
profile and in addition, that proprioception influences the 
shape of the U: with a carefully chosen control gain, elastic 
and isometric devices can perform equally well. However, 
our participants preferred more elasticity. We also show 
that operating range is not only affected by stiffness, but 
also by control gain. Finally, using these results, we give 
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ABSTRACT 
Position control devices enable precise selection, but sig-
nificant clutching degrades performance. Clutching can be 
reduced with high control-display gain or pointer accelera-
tion, but there are human and device limits. Elastic rate 
control eliminates clutching completely, but can make 
precise selection difficult. We show that hybrid position-
rate control can outperform position control by 20% when 
there is significant clutching, even when using pointer 
acceleration. Unlike previous work, our RubberEdge tech-
nique eliminates trajectory and velocity discontinuities. We 
derive predictive models for position control with clutching 
and hybrid control, and present a prototype RubberEdge 
position-rate control device including initial user feedback. 
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces 
General terms: Design, Human Factors 
Keywords: hybrid, pointing, clutching, mobile, elastic  
INTRODUCTION 
For the most part, a relative position control device, such as 
the mouse, will perform better than a rate control device, 
such as a joystick [6,9]. However, a potential issue with 
position control devices is when clutching – the momentary 
recalibration to avoid running out of input area – becomes 
more frequent, taking additional time [12,16]. Recently the 
resolution of digital displays has increased significantly, 
while the input area remains fixed, making clutching more 
of an issue. For example, laptops are available with 38cm 
(15") displays with resolutions in excess of 1400 × 1050 
pixels, yet the touch pad input space remains at about 4cm. 
With wall-sized displays, the difference is even greater.  
Clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display 
movement to control movement (Control-Display gain, or 
CD gain), but high CD gain can hurt performance 
[1,12,13,26]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity. Called pointer accelera-
tion, [12,21] this technique uses low CD gain at low veloc-

ity to improve precision and high CD gain at high velocity 
to cover large distances with minimal clutching.  
Clutching can be avoided altogether by using a rate control 
device such as the TrackPoint [26]. This may increase 
performance for long distance movements, but for shorter 
movements, where a position control device could be used 
without clutching, performance will suffer [9].  
To preserve the benefits of medium-distance position con-
trol and still accommodate long movements without clutch-
ing, simple hybrid position-and-rate control techniques 
have been proposed [2,22]. But without any haptic feed-
back, the transition between position and rate mode is dif-
ficult to distinguish and the rate is difficult to control. Zhai 
found that elastic feedback is well suited for rate control 
[26] and Dominjon et al. used elastic feedback for 3D hy-
brid position-and-rate control [8]. However, their mapping 
function has trajectory and velocity discontinuities when 
transitioning from position to rate control, further high-
lighting the challenges in designing a usable hybrid device. 
In this paper we present RubberEdge, a 2D hybrid position-
and-rate control technique using elastic feedback. Unlike 
past work, we designed a mapping function which enables 
a smooth transition from position to rate control. We con-
ducted an experiment to evaluate its performance and ex-
plore the interaction of CD gain and pointer acceleration. 
We found that our hybrid control technique outperforms 
position-only control by 20% with a small input area simi-
lar to a laptop touch pad. We derive two predictive models 
for selection time with clutching and hybrid control. Fi-
nally, we discuss a class of RubberEdge devices (Figure 1) 
and present our first physical RubberEdge prototype device 
for laptop touch pads, with initial user feedback.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 1: Design Concepts for RubberEdge Devices: 
(a) handheld pen tablet for a large display; (b) PDA 
with touch pad; (c) laptop touch pad    
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INTRODUCTION 
For the most part, a relative position control device, such as 
the mouse, will perform better than a rate control device, 
such as a joystick [6,9]. However, a potential issue with 
position control devices is when clutching – the momentary 
recalibration to avoid running out of input area – becomes 
more frequent, taking additional time [12,16]. Recently the 
resolution of digital displays has increased significantly, 
while the input area remains fixed, making clutching more 
of an issue. For example, laptops are available with 38cm 
(15") displays with resolutions in excess of 1400 × 1050 
pixels, yet the touch pad input space remains at about 4cm. 
With wall-sized displays, the difference is even greater.  
Clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display 
movement to control movement (Control-Display gain, or 
CD gain), but high CD gain can hurt performance 
[1,12,13,26]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity. Called pointer accelera-
tion, [12,21] this technique uses low CD gain at low veloc-

ity to improve precision and high CD gain at high velocity 
to cover large distances with minimal clutching.  
Clutching can be avoided altogether by using a rate control 
device such as the TrackPoint [26]. This may increase 
performance for long distance movements, but for shorter 
movements, where a position control device could be used 
without clutching, performance will suffer [9].  
To preserve the benefits of medium-distance position con-
trol and still accommodate long movements without clutch-
ing, simple hybrid position-and-rate control techniques 
have been proposed [2,22]. But without any haptic feed-
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brid position-and-rate control [8]. However, their mapping 
function has trajectory and velocity discontinuities when 
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lighting the challenges in designing a usable hybrid device. 
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and-rate control technique using elastic feedback. Unlike 
past work, we designed a mapping function which enables 
a smooth transition from position to rate control. We con-
ducted an experiment to evaluate its performance and ex-
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We found that our hybrid control technique outperforms 
position-only control by 20% with a small input area simi-
lar to a laptop touch pad. We derive two predictive models 
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nally, we discuss a class of RubberEdge devices (Figure 1) 
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Scrolling#transfer#func7ons

Logitech. Logitech produces two driver packages for their
devices: SetPoint for Windows, and Control Center for Mac
OS X. The configuration options and range of supported de-
vices differs between these packages; in particular, SetPoint
provides options to configure SPI_GETWHEELSCROLLLINES
for line or page scrolling but with no options for acceleration,
while Control Center allows customisation of the scrolling
“speed” (from “slow” to “fast”) and “acceleration” (from
“none” to “max”), as shown in Figure 2(c) (both of these are
continuous sliders, but were tested at the marked intervals).

Testing Methodology
Scrolling events from the EchoMouse have values in the
range �127 to +127. We observed that reports from de-
vices were typically either �1 (scroll down) or +1 (scroll
up) with wider values used when the physical manipulation
of the device exceeded its HID input report rate (typically
100~125Hz, but high-end devices may report at rates up to
1000Hz); we emulated this behaviour.

A potential issue when impersonating other devices is match-
ing their input resolution. While the USB HID specification
allows devices to specify the resolution and physical units of
their input, none of the device we tested did so. For instance,
a Microsoft Wheel Mouse Optical6 sends 18 scroll counts
per complete revolution of its wheel (20� per detent), while
a Logitech MX5007 sends 24 (15� per detent), but their re-
ports are indistinguishable to a generic driver (similar issues
exist for trackpads that transmit events corresponding to mil-
limetres of displacement, or other types of physical control).
Because we tested a range of devices with different input res-
olutions, we report our input velocity in “counts” per unit
of time, where one count corresponds to one scroll event of
magnitude �1 or +1 (issues surrounding device resolution
are discussed later).

As we are interested in the various input parameters that
transfer functions may attend to (and not only how they oper-
ate under levels of velocity), we performed four mechanised
tests of each possible configuration of driver and device:

• Constant velocity: emulating a constant speed of device
operation for five seconds, and measuring the resultant out-
put scrolling velocity as an average over that period.

• Maintained velocity: emulating a constant speed of device
operation for five seconds, and measuring the resultant out-
put scrolling velocity for each event.

• Clutching: we emulated clutching actions, manipulating
the speed of device operation, the duration of clutches, and
the time between successive clutches.

• Direction changes: we emulated direction changes (al-
ternating between scrolling up and scrolling down) while
maintaining a constant speed of device operation.

These tests were repeated for each configuration option pre-
sented to users (as described above), and across a range of
possible user control input rates. Custom software moni-
tored the system’s response using the low-level event report-

6http://microsoft.com/hardware/en-nz/d/
wheel-mouse-optical
7http://logitech.com/428/910
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Apple Mac OS X  G# # G#
Microsoft Windows 7 # # # #
Microsoft IntelliPoint   #  

Logitech SetPoint # # # #
Logitech Control Center  G#  #

Table 1: Summary of the tested drivers’ attendance to
tested input features—#: no attendance,  : attendance,
G#: partial attendance (details in text).

ing APIs provided by each operating system (free from po-
tential manipulation by higher-level frameworks or toolkits).

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The results of our analyses are summarised in Table 1. We
found that neither Microsoft Windows 7 (with a generic de-
vice), nor Logitech’s SetPoint drivers provide any scroll ac-
celeration (the gain is always constant). Due to the large
number of configurations tested and the many commonalities
discovered between them, the following subsections present
a survey of the most salient and interesting behaviour charac-
teristics and parameters attended to (a complete spreadsheet
of the acceleration tables collected is also available8). Fol-
lowing the main results, we summarise device-specific issues
in the analysis.

Gain with Respect to Velocity
How the different systems alter gain across input velocity is
shown in Figures 3(a), (b), and (c) for Mac OS X, Microsoft
IntelliPoint, and Logitech Control Center, respectively. The
multiple lines in each figure show different levels of user set-
ting for scrolling “speed” (Mac OS X, Figure 2(a)) or scroll
“acceleration” (Microsoft IntelliPoint and Logitech Control
Center, Figures 2(b) and (c)). The solid and dashed lines in
Figure 3(b) differentiate between scrolling direction (up and
down); the other drivers respond to both directions equally.

The maximum gain scale factors attainable range from ~14
with Mac OS X, to ~18 with Logitech, and ~21 with Mi-
crosoft IntelliPoint. The key differences between the three
curve shapes is that Logitech’s curves for high acceleration
show a dramatic drop in gain after peaking at 18⇥ at ~28
counts/s. This is a result of a falling (but still positive) gra-
dient in the output velocity curve; however the rationale for
this design choice is unknown. Both Mac OS X and Logitech
allow input to be attenuated (with a gain of less than 1) at low
input speeds, increasing the expressivity of devices with poor
input resolution.

Direction as an Input
Figure 3(b) shows that Microsoft IntelliPoint drivers apply
differing gain levels across each scrolling direction. This is
probably applied to compensate for the differing maximum
input velocities attainable in the two directions (Cockburn

8http://cortex.p.gen.nz/research/scrolling/
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Figure 3: Gain scale factors across input velocity (counts per second) with Mac OS X, Microsoft IntelliPoint (under Windows 7),
and Logitech drivers under Mac OS X. Gain is measured as the level of amplification in the system’s base unit (pixels per count
for Mac OS X and Logitech; lines per count for Microsoft IntelliPoint), and is plotted at varying levels of each driver’s respective
UI sliders for acceleration.

(a) Mac OS X (Generic Device). (b) Microsoft IntelliPoint.

Figure 4: Output velocity response to repeated clutching.

(a) Output velocity over time as a constant input velocity is main-
tained.

(b) Gain across input velocity at levels of the “speed” slider shown in
Figure 2(c).

Figure 5: Logitech’s Control Center: Attendance to duration and the control of the “speed” slider.

Quinn, P., Cockburn, A., Casiez, G., Roussel, N. & Gutwin, C. (2012). 
Exposing and understanding scrolling transfer functions. In UIST'12, 341-350. 
ACM Press. 32
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Touch and gesture based interaction

 

 

making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
CHI 2011, May 7 - 12, 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0267-8/11/05...$10.00.

Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).
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ABSTRACT 
We present results from an experiment examining the area 
occluded by the hand when using a tablet-sized direct pen 
input device. Our results show that the pen, hand, and fore-
arm can occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display. The shape of 
the occluded area varies between participants due to differ-
ences in pen grip rather than simply anatomical differences. 
For the most part, individuals adopt a consistent posture for 
long and short selection tasks. Overall, many occluded pixels 
are located higher relative to the pen than previously thought. 
From the experimental data, a five-parameter scalable circle 
and pivoting rectangle geometric model is presented which 
captures the general shape of the occluded area relative to the 
pen position. This model fits the experimental data much 
better than the simple bounding box model often used implic-
itly by designers. The space of fitted parameters also serves 
to quantify the shape of occlusion. Finally, an initial design 
for a predictive version of the model is discussed.  
Author Keywords: Hand occlusion, pen input, Tablet PC. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pres-
entation: User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Given our familiarity with using pens and pencils, one would 
expect that operating a tablet computer by drawing directly 
on the display would be more natural and efficient. However, 
issues specific to direct pen input, such as the user’s hand 
covering portions of the display during interaction – a phe-
nomena we term occlusion (Figure 1a) – create new problems 
not experienced with conventional mouse input [12].  
Compared to using pen on paper, occlusion with pen comput-
ing is more problematic. Unlike paper, the results of pen in-
put, or system generated messages, may be revealed in oc-
cluded areas of the display. Researchers have suggested that 
occlusion impedes performance [7,10] and have used it as 
motivation for interaction techniques [1,14,24], but as of yet 
there has been no systematic study or model to quantify the 
amount or shape of occlusion.  

Certainly, any designer can simply look down at their own 
hand while they operate a Tablet PC and take the perceived 
occlusion into account, but this type of ad hoc observation is 
unlikely to yield sound scientific findings or universal design 
guidelines. To study occlusion properly, we need to employ 
controlled experimental methods. 
In this paper we describe an experimental study using a novel 
combination of video capture, augmented reality marker 
tracking, and image processing techniques to capture images 
of hand and arm occlusion from the point-of-view of a user. 
We call these images occlusion silhouettes (Figure 1b). 
Analyses of these silhouettes found that the hand and arm can 
occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display and that the shape of 
the occluded area varies across participants according to their 
style of pen grip, rather than basic anatomical differences. 
Based on our findings, we create a five parameter geometric 
model, comprised of a scalable circle and pivoting rectangle, 
to describe the general shape of the occluded area (Figure 
1c). Using non-linear optimization algorithms, we fit this 
geometric model to the silhouette images captured in the ex-
periment. We found that this geometric model matches the 
silhouettes with an F1 score [18] of 0.81 compared to 0.40 for 
the simple bounding box which designers often use implicitly 
to account for occlusion. The space of fitted parameters also 
serves as to quantify the shape of occlusion, capture different 
grip styles, and provide approximate empirical guidelines. 
Finally, we introduce an initial scheme for a predictive ver-
sion of the geometric model which could enable new types of 
occlusion-aware interaction techniques.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Occlusion caused by the hand with direct 
pen input; (b) an occlusion silhouette image taken 
from the point-of-view of a user and rectified; (c) a 
simplified circle and rectangle geometric model cap-
turing the general shape of the occluded area.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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available method for capturing actual hand shape. With 
minor rotation and offset transformations relative to the 
contact centroid, this should match a portion of the 
occluded area and forms a key part of our first geometric 
model. The problem is that the whole forearm is not usually 
captured due to its height above the diffuser, so we add a 
rectangle with a constant offset of 100 mm from the same 
centroid (Figure 6a). This DI model has five parameters: a 
distance and angle to describe the offset of the DI image, an 
angle for rotation of the DI image, and a rotation angle and 
width for the rectangle.  

 
Figure 6. Three occlusion shape models: (a) DI and rectangle; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle; (c) Vogel et al. 

Multi-Touch Circle and Rectangle Model 
Typically, FTIR only provides the shape and size of the 
contacts [8], and capacitive only X-Y contact positions. To 
cover a wider range of devices, we extended Vogel at al.'s 
circle and rectangle model (Figure 6c) to multi-touch 
postures. Our model has exactly the same five parameters 

(Figure 6b): distance q and angle ) describe the offset of 
circle from point p, the centroid of the actual finger contact 

points; r is the circle radius; 4 is angle of the rectangle; and 
w is the rectangle width. To represent extended fingers, we 
add an ellipse for each contact and position it relative to the 
circle. Specifically, the major axis is aligned with the vector 
from the contact point to the circle centre and its length is 
such that the minor axis forms a chord on the circle. We set 
the minor axis to 15 mm and scale the major axis such that 
the tip extends 10 mm beyond the contact. Since these are 
constants, no additional model parameters are introduced 
for the ellipses. When faced with modeling extended finger 
postures, the ellipses should increase accuracy compared to 
only Vogel et al.'s circle and rectangle (Figure 6c). A 
limitation is that we only have actual X-Y contacts, so a 
single finger contact with an open hand (like participant 8 
in Figure 9) would only have a single contact. In this case, 
the model can increase r and decrease q to remove the 
ellipse and cover the entire hand with the circle.  

Testing Models by Fitting to Captured Silhouettes 
To test and compare the models, we use the same approach 
as Vogel et al. [25]: we “fit” the model to each silhouette as 
accurately as possible and use precision-recall plots and F1 

scores to compare fidelity. Note that we are not learning 
model parameters, but rather estimating an upper bound for 
model capability. The reader can consult the prior art for 
methodology details noting these changes: we use a single 
fitting stage; we only used pattern search; we use the 
posture contact centroid; and our objective function simply 
maximizes the F2 score. F2 favours recall over precision so 
more of the occluded area is covered creating more false 
positives, but fewer false negatives — a quality Vogel et al. 
argue is desirable. To remain consistent with past work, we 
compare fidelity with the equally weighted F1 score. Since 
the models are one-handed, we remove two-handed 
transform cases. Fitting each model to the 9209 test cases 
took more than 12 hours with a 2.66 GHz quad processor.  

Mean F1 scores for the DI model and our multi-touch circle 
and rectangle model are comparable: 0.801 (SD 0.078) and 
0.808 (SD 0.064) respectively. We also tested the 
“fingerless” Vogel et al. model, which has a very 
respectable F1 of 0.785 (SD 0.066). Since our model is 
based closely on it, a similar score is expected, but it is 
encouraging to see the finger ellipses improve fidelity 
without additional parameters. 

Our geometric model is primarily useful for non-DI devices 
where only individual finger contacts are sensed, not 
postures like palm, fist, and side. Thus, comparing mean F1 
scores using only 1 to 5 digit contacts is more relevant. In 
this test, the DI model achieves a similar F1 score of 0.802 
(SD 0.074) and a precision-recall plot illustrates a precision 
bias (Figure 7a). Our multi-touch circle and rectangle 
model improves with 0.819 (SD 0.055) and the plot suggests 
very high recall and good precision (Figure 7b). The Vogel 
et al. model also improves to 0.797 (SD 0.057). 

 
Figure 7. Precision-recall concentration plots: (a) DI shadow; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle. Points in upper right 
indicate better performance. 

IMAGE CORPUS 
Generating the occlusion design-time templates and testing 
different occlusion models leverages the large corpus of 
images and metadata we created in our experiment. This 
includes 16,320 sets of images synchronized with contact 
positions, sizes, and orientations. Each image set has an 
occlusion silhouette, raw and rectified versions of a point-
of-view frame capture, a DI capture, and an overhead frame 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the use of friction based tactile dis-
plays for the simulation of finely textured surfaces, as such dis-
plays offer a promising way for the development of devices with
co-located vision and tactile feedback. The resolution of the tex-
tures rendered with such devices and their matching to real textures
have never been investigated. The paper first contributes to the eval-
uation of the texture resolution of friction based tactile displays. In
a controlled experiment, we investigate the differential thresholds
for square gratings simulated with a friction based tactile device by
dynamic touch. Then we compare them to the differential thresh-
olds of real square wave gratings. We found that the Weber fraction
remains constant across the different spatial period at 9%, which
is close to the Weber fraction found for corresponding real square
gratings. This study inclines us to conclude that friction based tac-
tile displays offers a realistic alternative to pin based arrays and can
be used for co-located vision and tactile rendering. From the results
of the experiment, we also give the design guidelines to improve the
perception of textures on friction based tactile displays.

Keywords: Tactile displays, co-located tactile displays, friction
based tactile displays, JND experiment, discrimination thresholds.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Haptic I/O—
Evaluation/methodology;

1 INTRODUCTION

In our daily life, touch and vision are co-located during the explo-
ration of objects. The perception of textures through the exploration
of surfaces with fingers is guided and influenced by vision. Some
properties of textures, like friction, roughness or stickiness, can be
inferred from the visual flow [9, 8] which in turn influences the
way of touching a surface. However, most tactile displays nowa-
days use a de-located interaction where the perception of textures
through touch and view are separated [25, 24]. Thus, the user per-
ceives the visual and haptic flows through different channels that
are integrated in her brain [11].

The development of co-located tactile displays where the dis-
play and simulation of textures occur at the same place constrains
to work with transparent tactile devices (Fig. 1). However the most
straightforward and intuitive way to simulate a texture is to repro-
duce its three dimension profile in a discrete way. This is usually
achieved with pin based arrays where each pin can be translated in-
dependently along the direction normal to the surface of simulation
[27, 34, 32, 33, 17, 28]. Considering this design, even if this kind
of technology is valid for other applications, it is not well appro-
priate for co-located interactions. One exception though to notice
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is the Feelex developed by Iwata et al. that allows to feel and see
the shape of virtual objects in a co-located way [11]. However this
device is not portable and produces shadows beneath the finger that
reduce the fidelity of simulation.

Touching what one sees imposes to work with transparent con-
tinuous tactile devices. In a first effort towards this goal, some de-
vices intended to improve the experience of touchscreens start to
emerge on the market [23, 10]. The actuators used are made of
multilayer piezoceramic sandwiches, also called ”bending motor”.
With these devices, the whole screen vibrates to give, for instance,
the feeling of pushing buttons when they are touched. Even if it is a
first step towards the simulation of real textures, the tactile informa-
tion remains coarse since the tactile tactile feedback is a succession
of impulses coming from the rear of the screen.

To improve the texture rendering on co-located displays,
Takasaki et al. [30] proposed a device that simulates variable fric-
tion on a transparent surface to simulate sand paper. The use of
such devices, providing finely textured surfaces, is today the most
promising way to simulate realistic co-located tactile-display tex-
tures. A first experiment showed that this device can simulate dif-
ferent levels of roughness [19] but to the best of our knowledge,
there is no evaluation showing to what extend such devices can re-
produce real textures.

The technique of simulating textures on a variable friction de-
vice is less straightforward than the one used on pin based arrays
devices. With variable friction devices, the simulation of textures
consists in modifying the surface friction depending on the finger
tip position. In contrast, with pin arrays devices, the texture is re-
produced in three dimensions.

To evaluate to what extend virtual textures can match real tex-
tures, one can measure the difference in perception through the de-
termination of differential thresholds. The difference between the
differential thresholds of real and virtual textures can give a mea-

glass layer

piezoelectric
ceramic

LCD
display

Figure 1: Illustration of a design for the simulation of co-located vision
and tactile rendering with a friction based tactile display. The device
is composed of a glass layer with piezoelectric ceramics glued under
the surface to change the amount of friction of the surface. An LCD
screen fixed under the surface displays the visual representation of
the texture haptically rendered on the surface.
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).
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Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.

Tactile feedback

 

 

making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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ABSTRACT 
We present results from an experiment examining the area 
occluded by the hand when using a tablet-sized direct pen 
input device. Our results show that the pen, hand, and fore-
arm can occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display. The shape of 
the occluded area varies between participants due to differ-
ences in pen grip rather than simply anatomical differences. 
For the most part, individuals adopt a consistent posture for 
long and short selection tasks. Overall, many occluded pixels 
are located higher relative to the pen than previously thought. 
From the experimental data, a five-parameter scalable circle 
and pivoting rectangle geometric model is presented which 
captures the general shape of the occluded area relative to the 
pen position. This model fits the experimental data much 
better than the simple bounding box model often used implic-
itly by designers. The space of fitted parameters also serves 
to quantify the shape of occlusion. Finally, an initial design 
for a predictive version of the model is discussed.  
Author Keywords: Hand occlusion, pen input, Tablet PC. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pres-
entation: User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Given our familiarity with using pens and pencils, one would 
expect that operating a tablet computer by drawing directly 
on the display would be more natural and efficient. However, 
issues specific to direct pen input, such as the user’s hand 
covering portions of the display during interaction – a phe-
nomena we term occlusion (Figure 1a) – create new problems 
not experienced with conventional mouse input [12].  
Compared to using pen on paper, occlusion with pen comput-
ing is more problematic. Unlike paper, the results of pen in-
put, or system generated messages, may be revealed in oc-
cluded areas of the display. Researchers have suggested that 
occlusion impedes performance [7,10] and have used it as 
motivation for interaction techniques [1,14,24], but as of yet 
there has been no systematic study or model to quantify the 
amount or shape of occlusion.  

Certainly, any designer can simply look down at their own 
hand while they operate a Tablet PC and take the perceived 
occlusion into account, but this type of ad hoc observation is 
unlikely to yield sound scientific findings or universal design 
guidelines. To study occlusion properly, we need to employ 
controlled experimental methods. 
In this paper we describe an experimental study using a novel 
combination of video capture, augmented reality marker 
tracking, and image processing techniques to capture images 
of hand and arm occlusion from the point-of-view of a user. 
We call these images occlusion silhouettes (Figure 1b). 
Analyses of these silhouettes found that the hand and arm can 
occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display and that the shape of 
the occluded area varies across participants according to their 
style of pen grip, rather than basic anatomical differences. 
Based on our findings, we create a five parameter geometric 
model, comprised of a scalable circle and pivoting rectangle, 
to describe the general shape of the occluded area (Figure 
1c). Using non-linear optimization algorithms, we fit this 
geometric model to the silhouette images captured in the ex-
periment. We found that this geometric model matches the 
silhouettes with an F1 score [18] of 0.81 compared to 0.40 for 
the simple bounding box which designers often use implicitly 
to account for occlusion. The space of fitted parameters also 
serves as to quantify the shape of occlusion, capture different 
grip styles, and provide approximate empirical guidelines. 
Finally, we introduce an initial scheme for a predictive ver-
sion of the geometric model which could enable new types of 
occlusion-aware interaction techniques.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Occlusion caused by the hand with direct 
pen input; (b) an occlusion silhouette image taken 
from the point-of-view of a user and rectified; (c) a 
simplified circle and rectangle geometric model cap-
turing the general shape of the occluded area.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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available method for capturing actual hand shape. With 
minor rotation and offset transformations relative to the 
contact centroid, this should match a portion of the 
occluded area and forms a key part of our first geometric 
model. The problem is that the whole forearm is not usually 
captured due to its height above the diffuser, so we add a 
rectangle with a constant offset of 100 mm from the same 
centroid (Figure 6a). This DI model has five parameters: a 
distance and angle to describe the offset of the DI image, an 
angle for rotation of the DI image, and a rotation angle and 
width for the rectangle.  

 
Figure 6. Three occlusion shape models: (a) DI and rectangle; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle; (c) Vogel et al. 

Multi-Touch Circle and Rectangle Model 
Typically, FTIR only provides the shape and size of the 
contacts [8], and capacitive only X-Y contact positions. To 
cover a wider range of devices, we extended Vogel at al.'s 
circle and rectangle model (Figure 6c) to multi-touch 
postures. Our model has exactly the same five parameters 

(Figure 6b): distance q and angle ) describe the offset of 
circle from point p, the centroid of the actual finger contact 

points; r is the circle radius; 4 is angle of the rectangle; and 
w is the rectangle width. To represent extended fingers, we 
add an ellipse for each contact and position it relative to the 
circle. Specifically, the major axis is aligned with the vector 
from the contact point to the circle centre and its length is 
such that the minor axis forms a chord on the circle. We set 
the minor axis to 15 mm and scale the major axis such that 
the tip extends 10 mm beyond the contact. Since these are 
constants, no additional model parameters are introduced 
for the ellipses. When faced with modeling extended finger 
postures, the ellipses should increase accuracy compared to 
only Vogel et al.'s circle and rectangle (Figure 6c). A 
limitation is that we only have actual X-Y contacts, so a 
single finger contact with an open hand (like participant 8 
in Figure 9) would only have a single contact. In this case, 
the model can increase r and decrease q to remove the 
ellipse and cover the entire hand with the circle.  

Testing Models by Fitting to Captured Silhouettes 
To test and compare the models, we use the same approach 
as Vogel et al. [25]: we “fit” the model to each silhouette as 
accurately as possible and use precision-recall plots and F1 

scores to compare fidelity. Note that we are not learning 
model parameters, but rather estimating an upper bound for 
model capability. The reader can consult the prior art for 
methodology details noting these changes: we use a single 
fitting stage; we only used pattern search; we use the 
posture contact centroid; and our objective function simply 
maximizes the F2 score. F2 favours recall over precision so 
more of the occluded area is covered creating more false 
positives, but fewer false negatives — a quality Vogel et al. 
argue is desirable. To remain consistent with past work, we 
compare fidelity with the equally weighted F1 score. Since 
the models are one-handed, we remove two-handed 
transform cases. Fitting each model to the 9209 test cases 
took more than 12 hours with a 2.66 GHz quad processor.  

Mean F1 scores for the DI model and our multi-touch circle 
and rectangle model are comparable: 0.801 (SD 0.078) and 
0.808 (SD 0.064) respectively. We also tested the 
“fingerless” Vogel et al. model, which has a very 
respectable F1 of 0.785 (SD 0.066). Since our model is 
based closely on it, a similar score is expected, but it is 
encouraging to see the finger ellipses improve fidelity 
without additional parameters. 

Our geometric model is primarily useful for non-DI devices 
where only individual finger contacts are sensed, not 
postures like palm, fist, and side. Thus, comparing mean F1 
scores using only 1 to 5 digit contacts is more relevant. In 
this test, the DI model achieves a similar F1 score of 0.802 
(SD 0.074) and a precision-recall plot illustrates a precision 
bias (Figure 7a). Our multi-touch circle and rectangle 
model improves with 0.819 (SD 0.055) and the plot suggests 
very high recall and good precision (Figure 7b). The Vogel 
et al. model also improves to 0.797 (SD 0.057). 

 
Figure 7. Precision-recall concentration plots: (a) DI shadow; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle. Points in upper right 
indicate better performance. 

IMAGE CORPUS 
Generating the occlusion design-time templates and testing 
different occlusion models leverages the large corpus of 
images and metadata we created in our experiment. This 
includes 16,320 sets of images synchronized with contact 
positions, sizes, and orientations. Each image set has an 
occlusion silhouette, raw and rectified versions of a point-
of-view frame capture, a DI capture, and an overhead frame 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the use of friction based tactile dis-
plays for the simulation of finely textured surfaces, as such dis-
plays offer a promising way for the development of devices with
co-located vision and tactile feedback. The resolution of the tex-
tures rendered with such devices and their matching to real textures
have never been investigated. The paper first contributes to the eval-
uation of the texture resolution of friction based tactile displays. In
a controlled experiment, we investigate the differential thresholds
for square gratings simulated with a friction based tactile device by
dynamic touch. Then we compare them to the differential thresh-
olds of real square wave gratings. We found that the Weber fraction
remains constant across the different spatial period at 9%, which
is close to the Weber fraction found for corresponding real square
gratings. This study inclines us to conclude that friction based tac-
tile displays offers a realistic alternative to pin based arrays and can
be used for co-located vision and tactile rendering. From the results
of the experiment, we also give the design guidelines to improve the
perception of textures on friction based tactile displays.

Keywords: Tactile displays, co-located tactile displays, friction
based tactile displays, JND experiment, discrimination thresholds.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Haptic I/O—
Evaluation/methodology;

1 INTRODUCTION

In our daily life, touch and vision are co-located during the explo-
ration of objects. The perception of textures through the exploration
of surfaces with fingers is guided and influenced by vision. Some
properties of textures, like friction, roughness or stickiness, can be
inferred from the visual flow [9, 8] which in turn influences the
way of touching a surface. However, most tactile displays nowa-
days use a de-located interaction where the perception of textures
through touch and view are separated [25, 24]. Thus, the user per-
ceives the visual and haptic flows through different channels that
are integrated in her brain [11].

The development of co-located tactile displays where the dis-
play and simulation of textures occur at the same place constrains
to work with transparent tactile devices (Fig. 1). However the most
straightforward and intuitive way to simulate a texture is to repro-
duce its three dimension profile in a discrete way. This is usually
achieved with pin based arrays where each pin can be translated in-
dependently along the direction normal to the surface of simulation
[27, 34, 32, 33, 17, 28]. Considering this design, even if this kind
of technology is valid for other applications, it is not well appro-
priate for co-located interactions. One exception though to notice
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is the Feelex developed by Iwata et al. that allows to feel and see
the shape of virtual objects in a co-located way [11]. However this
device is not portable and produces shadows beneath the finger that
reduce the fidelity of simulation.

Touching what one sees imposes to work with transparent con-
tinuous tactile devices. In a first effort towards this goal, some de-
vices intended to improve the experience of touchscreens start to
emerge on the market [23, 10]. The actuators used are made of
multilayer piezoceramic sandwiches, also called ”bending motor”.
With these devices, the whole screen vibrates to give, for instance,
the feeling of pushing buttons when they are touched. Even if it is a
first step towards the simulation of real textures, the tactile informa-
tion remains coarse since the tactile tactile feedback is a succession
of impulses coming from the rear of the screen.

To improve the texture rendering on co-located displays,
Takasaki et al. [30] proposed a device that simulates variable fric-
tion on a transparent surface to simulate sand paper. The use of
such devices, providing finely textured surfaces, is today the most
promising way to simulate realistic co-located tactile-display tex-
tures. A first experiment showed that this device can simulate dif-
ferent levels of roughness [19] but to the best of our knowledge,
there is no evaluation showing to what extend such devices can re-
produce real textures.

The technique of simulating textures on a variable friction de-
vice is less straightforward than the one used on pin based arrays
devices. With variable friction devices, the simulation of textures
consists in modifying the surface friction depending on the finger
tip position. In contrast, with pin arrays devices, the texture is re-
produced in three dimensions.

To evaluate to what extend virtual textures can match real tex-
tures, one can measure the difference in perception through the de-
termination of differential thresholds. The difference between the
differential thresholds of real and virtual textures can give a mea-

glass layer

piezoelectric
ceramic

LCD
display

Figure 1: Illustration of a design for the simulation of co-located vision
and tactile rendering with a friction based tactile display. The device
is composed of a glass layer with piezoelectric ceramics glued under
the surface to change the amount of friction of the surface. An LCD
screen fixed under the surface displays the visual representation of
the texture haptically rendered on the surface.
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).
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Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.

Tactile feedback

 

 

making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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ABSTRACT 
We present results from an experiment examining the area 
occluded by the hand when using a tablet-sized direct pen 
input device. Our results show that the pen, hand, and fore-
arm can occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display. The shape of 
the occluded area varies between participants due to differ-
ences in pen grip rather than simply anatomical differences. 
For the most part, individuals adopt a consistent posture for 
long and short selection tasks. Overall, many occluded pixels 
are located higher relative to the pen than previously thought. 
From the experimental data, a five-parameter scalable circle 
and pivoting rectangle geometric model is presented which 
captures the general shape of the occluded area relative to the 
pen position. This model fits the experimental data much 
better than the simple bounding box model often used implic-
itly by designers. The space of fitted parameters also serves 
to quantify the shape of occlusion. Finally, an initial design 
for a predictive version of the model is discussed.  
Author Keywords: Hand occlusion, pen input, Tablet PC. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pres-
entation: User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Given our familiarity with using pens and pencils, one would 
expect that operating a tablet computer by drawing directly 
on the display would be more natural and efficient. However, 
issues specific to direct pen input, such as the user’s hand 
covering portions of the display during interaction – a phe-
nomena we term occlusion (Figure 1a) – create new problems 
not experienced with conventional mouse input [12].  
Compared to using pen on paper, occlusion with pen comput-
ing is more problematic. Unlike paper, the results of pen in-
put, or system generated messages, may be revealed in oc-
cluded areas of the display. Researchers have suggested that 
occlusion impedes performance [7,10] and have used it as 
motivation for interaction techniques [1,14,24], but as of yet 
there has been no systematic study or model to quantify the 
amount or shape of occlusion.  

Certainly, any designer can simply look down at their own 
hand while they operate a Tablet PC and take the perceived 
occlusion into account, but this type of ad hoc observation is 
unlikely to yield sound scientific findings or universal design 
guidelines. To study occlusion properly, we need to employ 
controlled experimental methods. 
In this paper we describe an experimental study using a novel 
combination of video capture, augmented reality marker 
tracking, and image processing techniques to capture images 
of hand and arm occlusion from the point-of-view of a user. 
We call these images occlusion silhouettes (Figure 1b). 
Analyses of these silhouettes found that the hand and arm can 
occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display and that the shape of 
the occluded area varies across participants according to their 
style of pen grip, rather than basic anatomical differences. 
Based on our findings, we create a five parameter geometric 
model, comprised of a scalable circle and pivoting rectangle, 
to describe the general shape of the occluded area (Figure 
1c). Using non-linear optimization algorithms, we fit this 
geometric model to the silhouette images captured in the ex-
periment. We found that this geometric model matches the 
silhouettes with an F1 score [18] of 0.81 compared to 0.40 for 
the simple bounding box which designers often use implicitly 
to account for occlusion. The space of fitted parameters also 
serves as to quantify the shape of occlusion, capture different 
grip styles, and provide approximate empirical guidelines. 
Finally, we introduce an initial scheme for a predictive ver-
sion of the geometric model which could enable new types of 
occlusion-aware interaction techniques.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Occlusion caused by the hand with direct 
pen input; (b) an occlusion silhouette image taken 
from the point-of-view of a user and rectified; (c) a 
simplified circle and rectangle geometric model cap-
turing the general shape of the occluded area.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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available method for capturing actual hand shape. With 
minor rotation and offset transformations relative to the 
contact centroid, this should match a portion of the 
occluded area and forms a key part of our first geometric 
model. The problem is that the whole forearm is not usually 
captured due to its height above the diffuser, so we add a 
rectangle with a constant offset of 100 mm from the same 
centroid (Figure 6a). This DI model has five parameters: a 
distance and angle to describe the offset of the DI image, an 
angle for rotation of the DI image, and a rotation angle and 
width for the rectangle.  

 
Figure 6. Three occlusion shape models: (a) DI and rectangle; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle; (c) Vogel et al. 

Multi-Touch Circle and Rectangle Model 
Typically, FTIR only provides the shape and size of the 
contacts [8], and capacitive only X-Y contact positions. To 
cover a wider range of devices, we extended Vogel at al.'s 
circle and rectangle model (Figure 6c) to multi-touch 
postures. Our model has exactly the same five parameters 

(Figure 6b): distance q and angle ) describe the offset of 
circle from point p, the centroid of the actual finger contact 

points; r is the circle radius; 4 is angle of the rectangle; and 
w is the rectangle width. To represent extended fingers, we 
add an ellipse for each contact and position it relative to the 
circle. Specifically, the major axis is aligned with the vector 
from the contact point to the circle centre and its length is 
such that the minor axis forms a chord on the circle. We set 
the minor axis to 15 mm and scale the major axis such that 
the tip extends 10 mm beyond the contact. Since these are 
constants, no additional model parameters are introduced 
for the ellipses. When faced with modeling extended finger 
postures, the ellipses should increase accuracy compared to 
only Vogel et al.'s circle and rectangle (Figure 6c). A 
limitation is that we only have actual X-Y contacts, so a 
single finger contact with an open hand (like participant 8 
in Figure 9) would only have a single contact. In this case, 
the model can increase r and decrease q to remove the 
ellipse and cover the entire hand with the circle.  

Testing Models by Fitting to Captured Silhouettes 
To test and compare the models, we use the same approach 
as Vogel et al. [25]: we “fit” the model to each silhouette as 
accurately as possible and use precision-recall plots and F1 

scores to compare fidelity. Note that we are not learning 
model parameters, but rather estimating an upper bound for 
model capability. The reader can consult the prior art for 
methodology details noting these changes: we use a single 
fitting stage; we only used pattern search; we use the 
posture contact centroid; and our objective function simply 
maximizes the F2 score. F2 favours recall over precision so 
more of the occluded area is covered creating more false 
positives, but fewer false negatives — a quality Vogel et al. 
argue is desirable. To remain consistent with past work, we 
compare fidelity with the equally weighted F1 score. Since 
the models are one-handed, we remove two-handed 
transform cases. Fitting each model to the 9209 test cases 
took more than 12 hours with a 2.66 GHz quad processor.  

Mean F1 scores for the DI model and our multi-touch circle 
and rectangle model are comparable: 0.801 (SD 0.078) and 
0.808 (SD 0.064) respectively. We also tested the 
“fingerless” Vogel et al. model, which has a very 
respectable F1 of 0.785 (SD 0.066). Since our model is 
based closely on it, a similar score is expected, but it is 
encouraging to see the finger ellipses improve fidelity 
without additional parameters. 

Our geometric model is primarily useful for non-DI devices 
where only individual finger contacts are sensed, not 
postures like palm, fist, and side. Thus, comparing mean F1 
scores using only 1 to 5 digit contacts is more relevant. In 
this test, the DI model achieves a similar F1 score of 0.802 
(SD 0.074) and a precision-recall plot illustrates a precision 
bias (Figure 7a). Our multi-touch circle and rectangle 
model improves with 0.819 (SD 0.055) and the plot suggests 
very high recall and good precision (Figure 7b). The Vogel 
et al. model also improves to 0.797 (SD 0.057). 

 
Figure 7. Precision-recall concentration plots: (a) DI shadow; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle. Points in upper right 
indicate better performance. 

IMAGE CORPUS 
Generating the occlusion design-time templates and testing 
different occlusion models leverages the large corpus of 
images and metadata we created in our experiment. This 
includes 16,320 sets of images synchronized with contact 
positions, sizes, and orientations. Each image set has an 
occlusion silhouette, raw and rectified versions of a point-
of-view frame capture, a DI capture, and an overhead frame 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the use of friction based tactile dis-
plays for the simulation of finely textured surfaces, as such dis-
plays offer a promising way for the development of devices with
co-located vision and tactile feedback. The resolution of the tex-
tures rendered with such devices and their matching to real textures
have never been investigated. The paper first contributes to the eval-
uation of the texture resolution of friction based tactile displays. In
a controlled experiment, we investigate the differential thresholds
for square gratings simulated with a friction based tactile device by
dynamic touch. Then we compare them to the differential thresh-
olds of real square wave gratings. We found that the Weber fraction
remains constant across the different spatial period at 9%, which
is close to the Weber fraction found for corresponding real square
gratings. This study inclines us to conclude that friction based tac-
tile displays offers a realistic alternative to pin based arrays and can
be used for co-located vision and tactile rendering. From the results
of the experiment, we also give the design guidelines to improve the
perception of textures on friction based tactile displays.

Keywords: Tactile displays, co-located tactile displays, friction
based tactile displays, JND experiment, discrimination thresholds.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Haptic I/O—
Evaluation/methodology;

1 INTRODUCTION

In our daily life, touch and vision are co-located during the explo-
ration of objects. The perception of textures through the exploration
of surfaces with fingers is guided and influenced by vision. Some
properties of textures, like friction, roughness or stickiness, can be
inferred from the visual flow [9, 8] which in turn influences the
way of touching a surface. However, most tactile displays nowa-
days use a de-located interaction where the perception of textures
through touch and view are separated [25, 24]. Thus, the user per-
ceives the visual and haptic flows through different channels that
are integrated in her brain [11].

The development of co-located tactile displays where the dis-
play and simulation of textures occur at the same place constrains
to work with transparent tactile devices (Fig. 1). However the most
straightforward and intuitive way to simulate a texture is to repro-
duce its three dimension profile in a discrete way. This is usually
achieved with pin based arrays where each pin can be translated in-
dependently along the direction normal to the surface of simulation
[27, 34, 32, 33, 17, 28]. Considering this design, even if this kind
of technology is valid for other applications, it is not well appro-
priate for co-located interactions. One exception though to notice

!e-mail: melisande.biet@polytech-lille.fr
†e-mail:gery.casiez@lifl.fr
‡e-mail: frederic.giraud@polytech-lille.fr
§e-mail: betty.semail@polytech-lille.fr

is the Feelex developed by Iwata et al. that allows to feel and see
the shape of virtual objects in a co-located way [11]. However this
device is not portable and produces shadows beneath the finger that
reduce the fidelity of simulation.

Touching what one sees imposes to work with transparent con-
tinuous tactile devices. In a first effort towards this goal, some de-
vices intended to improve the experience of touchscreens start to
emerge on the market [23, 10]. The actuators used are made of
multilayer piezoceramic sandwiches, also called ”bending motor”.
With these devices, the whole screen vibrates to give, for instance,
the feeling of pushing buttons when they are touched. Even if it is a
first step towards the simulation of real textures, the tactile informa-
tion remains coarse since the tactile tactile feedback is a succession
of impulses coming from the rear of the screen.

To improve the texture rendering on co-located displays,
Takasaki et al. [30] proposed a device that simulates variable fric-
tion on a transparent surface to simulate sand paper. The use of
such devices, providing finely textured surfaces, is today the most
promising way to simulate realistic co-located tactile-display tex-
tures. A first experiment showed that this device can simulate dif-
ferent levels of roughness [19] but to the best of our knowledge,
there is no evaluation showing to what extend such devices can re-
produce real textures.

The technique of simulating textures on a variable friction de-
vice is less straightforward than the one used on pin based arrays
devices. With variable friction devices, the simulation of textures
consists in modifying the surface friction depending on the finger
tip position. In contrast, with pin arrays devices, the texture is re-
produced in three dimensions.

To evaluate to what extend virtual textures can match real tex-
tures, one can measure the difference in perception through the de-
termination of differential thresholds. The difference between the
differential thresholds of real and virtual textures can give a mea-

glass layer

piezoelectric
ceramic

LCD
display

Figure 1: Illustration of a design for the simulation of co-located vision
and tactile rendering with a friction based tactile display. The device
is composed of a glass layer with piezoelectric ceramics glued under
the surface to change the amount of friction of the surface. An LCD
screen fixed under the surface displays the visual representation of
the texture haptically rendered on the surface.
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.
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faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
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INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).
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Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.

Tactile feedback

 

 

making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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Multimodal input

3D manipulation

Gestures

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).
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8   Experiment 2: Validation of Difficulty Estimation Rules 

A second experiment, similar to the first, was used to validate our execution difficulty 
rules as well as our simple production time estimation technique. The same apparatus, 
task, and design were used, but with 20 different gestures (Fig 6) and 11 new 
participants: 11 x 20 x 20 = 4,400 executions. 

 

Fig. 6. The validation set of 20 gestures 

Results 
We found the same high level of correlation between participants' difficulty Rating 
(Kendall's W=.78, �2(19)=163.61, p<.001) and Ranking (W=.80, �2(19)=166.79, 
p<.001). Rating and Ranking were again highly correlated (�(N=20)=.94, p=.01). 

Estimates of Execution Difficulty 
We first establish an accuracy upper bound using the actual measured production 
times logged in the experiment. To test the accuracy of estimating Ranking using Rule 
1, we ordered the gestures in ascending order of production time, and correlated the 
resulting ranks with the median participant Ranking. Again, there was a strong 
correlation (�(N=20)=.94, p=.01). Then, we applied Rule 1 for each pair of gestures 
(A,B) out of the (20x19)/2 = 190 possibilities, and calculated an accuracy rate (how 
many times the estimate was correct). In this way, estimating Ranking using Rule 1 
attained 93% accuracy: 14 errors out of 190 tests. For Rule 2, we used the simplified 
Bayes parameters generated from Experiment 1 (Table 5). Estimating Rating using 
Rule 2 attained 90%: 18 gestures were correctly classified according to median 
participant Rating. The rectangle gesture was classified as easy instead of very easy to 
execute, and tree was classified as easy instead of moderate (both were shifted by one 
Rating class). 

Next, we tested the accuracy of our rules using an estimate of production time 
generated from a small number of samples. Based on our analysis in the previous 
section, we tested N=1,3,5 participants and M=3 gesture execution samples. Rating 
accuracies varied from 66.9% to 79.8% while Ranking increased from 89.6% to 
91.3%. Table 6 shows the accuracy rates obtained. We also re-tested using CLC and 
Isokoski for input to the model. CLC still produced a low Rating accuracy of 25%, 
but it performed better for Ranking with 75% accuracy. Isokoski did very well with 
87% for Ranking, but cannot be used to estimate Rating. Overall, our rules to estimate 
difficulty performed well with our validation data, even when using only three 
samples from three participants as an estimate of production time. 
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ABSTRACT 
We present results from an experiment examining the area 
occluded by the hand when using a tablet-sized direct pen 
input device. Our results show that the pen, hand, and fore-
arm can occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display. The shape of 
the occluded area varies between participants due to differ-
ences in pen grip rather than simply anatomical differences. 
For the most part, individuals adopt a consistent posture for 
long and short selection tasks. Overall, many occluded pixels 
are located higher relative to the pen than previously thought. 
From the experimental data, a five-parameter scalable circle 
and pivoting rectangle geometric model is presented which 
captures the general shape of the occluded area relative to the 
pen position. This model fits the experimental data much 
better than the simple bounding box model often used implic-
itly by designers. The space of fitted parameters also serves 
to quantify the shape of occlusion. Finally, an initial design 
for a predictive version of the model is discussed.  
Author Keywords: Hand occlusion, pen input, Tablet PC. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pres-
entation: User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Given our familiarity with using pens and pencils, one would 
expect that operating a tablet computer by drawing directly 
on the display would be more natural and efficient. However, 
issues specific to direct pen input, such as the user’s hand 
covering portions of the display during interaction – a phe-
nomena we term occlusion (Figure 1a) – create new problems 
not experienced with conventional mouse input [12].  
Compared to using pen on paper, occlusion with pen comput-
ing is more problematic. Unlike paper, the results of pen in-
put, or system generated messages, may be revealed in oc-
cluded areas of the display. Researchers have suggested that 
occlusion impedes performance [7,10] and have used it as 
motivation for interaction techniques [1,14,24], but as of yet 
there has been no systematic study or model to quantify the 
amount or shape of occlusion.  

Certainly, any designer can simply look down at their own 
hand while they operate a Tablet PC and take the perceived 
occlusion into account, but this type of ad hoc observation is 
unlikely to yield sound scientific findings or universal design 
guidelines. To study occlusion properly, we need to employ 
controlled experimental methods. 
In this paper we describe an experimental study using a novel 
combination of video capture, augmented reality marker 
tracking, and image processing techniques to capture images 
of hand and arm occlusion from the point-of-view of a user. 
We call these images occlusion silhouettes (Figure 1b). 
Analyses of these silhouettes found that the hand and arm can 
occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display and that the shape of 
the occluded area varies across participants according to their 
style of pen grip, rather than basic anatomical differences. 
Based on our findings, we create a five parameter geometric 
model, comprised of a scalable circle and pivoting rectangle, 
to describe the general shape of the occluded area (Figure 
1c). Using non-linear optimization algorithms, we fit this 
geometric model to the silhouette images captured in the ex-
periment. We found that this geometric model matches the 
silhouettes with an F1 score [18] of 0.81 compared to 0.40 for 
the simple bounding box which designers often use implicitly 
to account for occlusion. The space of fitted parameters also 
serves as to quantify the shape of occlusion, capture different 
grip styles, and provide approximate empirical guidelines. 
Finally, we introduce an initial scheme for a predictive ver-
sion of the geometric model which could enable new types of 
occlusion-aware interaction techniques.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Occlusion caused by the hand with direct 
pen input; (b) an occlusion silhouette image taken 
from the point-of-view of a user and rectified; (c) a 
simplified circle and rectangle geometric model cap-
turing the general shape of the occluded area.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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STIMTAC
3.1. INTERACTION TACTILE

sa consommation énergétique (Figure 3.8). Un historique des différentes versions est
détaillé dans cet article [AGS+11].

STIMTAC, a Tactile Input Device
with Programmable Friction
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Figure 1: 1D prefiguration (2004), 2D feedback (2007), 2D input & feedback (2008) and compact USB prototype (2010)

ABSTRACT
We present the STIMTAC, a touchpad device that supports
friction reduction. Contrary to traditional vibrotactile ap-
proaches, the STIMTAC provides information passively, act-
ing as a texture display. It does not transfer energy to the user
but modifies how energy is dissipated within the contact area
by a user-initiated friction process. We report on the iterative
process that led to the current hardware design and briefly
describe the software framework that we are developing to
illustrate its potential.

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pre-
sentation: User Interfaces

General terms: Design, Human Factors

Keywords: Tactile input, tactile feedback, programmable
friction, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
The STIMTAC is a touchpad device that supports friction
reduction by means of a squeeze film effect [3]. It uses a
controlled vibration at an ultrasonic frequency with a few mi-
crometers amplitude to create an air bearing between a user’s
finger and the device’s surface. As the frequency is outside

Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
UIST ’11, Oct 16–19, 2011, Santa Barbara, CA, USA.
ACM 978-1-4503-1014-7/11/10.

skin mechanoreceptors’ bandwidth, one does not feel this vi-
bration but its effect on tribological contact mechanisms: the
touchpad feels more slippery as the amplitude is raised. This
friction reduction mechanism has notably been used to sim-
ulate gratings [2] and facilitate pointing tasks [4].

Other devices and technologies have been proposed to sup-
port programmable friction. The LATPaD [6, 5] also uses
a squeeze film of air to reduce friction, for example, while
Teslatouch [1] uses electrovibration to increase it. But the
current LATPaD is rather bulky due to optical position sens-
ing and produces audible noise when active [5]. And while
electrovibration is highly scalable, it requires high voltages
or users directly connected to ground, and it is presumably
sensitive to variations in skin condition, e.g. hydration.

Like the LATPaD or TeslaTouch, the STIMTAC provides the
same tactile feedback to any finger moving on any part of its
surface. Its output spatial resolution is thus only limited by
its input tracking resolution. Our current prototype is com-
pact, powered by the USB cable used for data communica-
tion, quiet, and supports precise and reliable finger tracking
based on multiple force sensors. In the following, we report
on the iterative process that took place over the last seven
years and led to the current hardware design. We then briefly
describe the software framework that we are developing to
illustrate its potential.

ITERATIVE HARDWARE DESIGN
A prefiguration of the STIMTAC was created in 2004 with
the free stator of a USR60 ultrasonic motor, a ring shaped
resonator providing 3 µm vibrations at 40 kHz (Figure 1, left-
most image). A plastic tape was bonded over the machined

Demonstration UIST’11, October 16–19, 2011, Santa Barbara, CA, USA
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Figure 3.8: Les différentes versions de STIMTAC. Préfiguration en 2004, version pro-
duisant uniquement un retour tactile en 2007, version produisant un retour tactile et
permettant de mesurer la position du doigt en 2008 et prototype de version miniaturisée
USB en 2010.

Ces différentes versions de prototypes étaient opaques : elles utilisaient une surface mé-
tallique en cuivre-béryllium dont la face arrière était recouverte de céramiques piézo-
électriques. Nous avons récemment développé une version qui permet de faire vibrer
un support transparent tout en plaçant les céramiques aux extrémités [GALSC12]. Cette
version laisse envisager l’utilisation de cette technologie pour des périphériques mobiles
et des tablettes.

Le frottement programmable peut être utilisé pour synthétiser un retour réaliste cor-
respondant à la texture d’un objet. Pour évaluer cette capacité de retour et le degré de
finesse du rendu, nous avons simulé des textures dont la forme de base est un signal
carré. Le choix de cette forme de signal a été réalisé après avoir observé que les varia-
tions franches de frottement sont plus faciles à percevoir que des variations continues,
comme c’est le cas pour des formes sinusoïdales. Nous avons ensuite fait varié la période
spatiale de ce signal et réalisé une expérience de détection de seuils différentiels (ou JND
pour Just Noticeable Difference) [BCGLS08]. L’expérience consistait à simuler tour à tour
deux périodes spatiales. Celles-ci étaient simulées sur le même périphérique et les utilisa-
teurs pouvaient passer d’une période à l’autre à l’aide des touches de clavier. Ils devaient
indiquer quelle était la période spatiale la plus grande. Différentes périodes spatiales de
référence ont été évaluées (0.25, 0.35, 0.5 et 1.0 cm) et pour chacune d’entre elles des com-
paraisons étaient réalisées, allant de -20% à 20% avec un pas de 5%. La fraction de Weber
obtenue est de l’ordre de 9%, pour toutes les périodes spatiales de référence. Ce résultat
montre que les périodes spatiales sont perçues avec la même acuité sur l’intervalle de
valeurs considérées. Par ailleurs, ces résultats sont proches de ceux obtenus par d’autres
chercheurs pour des périodes spatiales réelles [MGDS84, NKK01].

Cette expérience montre qu’il est possible de produire un retour tactile permettant de
percevoir des textures avec la même finesse que dans la réalité. D’autres expériences de
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CHAPITRE 3. INTERACTION TACTILE ET GESTUELLEAt the end, the system fits into a 140mmx98mmx38mm case as
shown in figure 13.

Figure 13: The tactile stimulator In operation.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper presented a transparent tactile stimulator based on fric-
tion reduction. Key design procedures were presented. The prin-
ciple of exciters allowed large active area, and the design of the
position sensor, based on force measurements, was explained. Fi-
nally, the tactile device produced high vibration level allowing good
tactile feedback. During the tests, we experienced no interaction be-
tween the vibration of the tactile plate and the force measurement
because vibrations were filtered out by the fixtures.
Future work should now try to reduce exciters’ width or orienta-

tion in order to enlarge the active area.
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Figure 3.9: Version transparente de STIMTAC. Les céramiques piézo-électriques placées
de chaque côté de la surface sont faciles à distinguer.

psychophysique sont à réaliser afin de mieux comprendre la relation entre les paramètres
de contrôle du STIMTAC et ce que les gens perçoivent. Nous allons voir dans la section
suivante comment utiliser STIMTAC dans une tâche de facilitation du pointage. L’ana-
lyse des résultats des expériences permettra de mieux comprendre la nature de ce que
les utilisateurs perçoivent.

3.1.3 Surfpad : Amélioration du pointage en utilisant le retour tactile

Il parait difficile d’envisager utiliser un jour la version actuelle de STIMTAC pour si-
muler une large gamme de textures réelles. En revanche, le périphérique est capable
de produire un retour d’information riche qui peut être utilisé pour enrichir les in-
terfaces et développer de nouvelles techniques d’interaction homme-machine. L’idée
d’utiliser le STIMTAC pour la facilitation du pointage a été inspirée par les tech-
niques d’interaction qui modifient le gain sur les cibles pour en faciliter l’acquisi-
tion [WWBH97, CF03, BGBL04], en particulier SemanticPointing de Renaud Blanch et
al. [BGBL04]. Ces techniques réduisent le gain quand le pointeur est sur une cible dans
le but d’en agrandir la taille dans l’espace moteur et ainsi réduire l’indice de difficulté
de la tâche. Indirectement, l’effet obtenu est de freiner le pointeur sur les cibles. Comme
le STIMTAC est capable de moduler le coefficient de frottement de sa surface, l’idée est
d’augmenter la quantité de frottement sur les cibles pour freiner le doigt. Il s’arrêterait
plus rapidement et la cible pourrait ainsi être acquise plus vite.

Des travaux antérieurs ont déjà investigué l’utilisation de retour haptique pour faciliter
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).
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Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.
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Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.
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making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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3D#Manipula7on

640! 480 pixel resolution is positioned under the surface
to capture finger movements. This gives a maximum
resolution of 6.4 dots per cm (16.25 DPI) for finger
tracking. We used the iLight framework version 1.6 for
fingers detection and tracking. Finger data were then sent
using TUIO messages3 to a custom built 3D application
based on the Ogre3D framework.4 The source code of the
Ogre3D listener implementing the different interaction
techniques is available on github.5

6.2 Task and Participants
The task is a 3D peg-in-hole task similar to the one
described by Unger et al. [21] (Fig. 1), but without collision
detection enabled. Each experimental trial began after the
previous peg was successfully positioned and ended with
the successful positioning of the current peg. Participants
were asked to position and orientate as quickly as possible a
peg into a hole located at the middle of a 3D rectangular
parallelepiped. The latter was made transparent to ease the
fine positioning of the peg. The peg was made of a
rectangular base on which a cylindrical shape was extruded.
When both position and orientation were under a given
threshold, the peg turned green to indicate it was success-
fully located. The trial was considered as fully completed
when the peg stayed at the correct position for 0.8 s. The peg
then moved to another position, selected randomly on a
hemisphere (i.e., the center of the hemisphere was the center

of the hole and the radius was defined to fit within the
display space). The hole remained at the same place. In
addition to perspective and occlusion, we also added a
ground with shadows projection to improve depth percep-
tion. The virtual camera remained fixed during the whole
experiment. We controlled for the presence of depth
(whether translation along z-axis was required), the
combination of axes required for the rotation and the
amount of rotation required.

Six males with a mean age of 25 participated. Partici-
pants had variable experience with virtual reality and
multitouch displays. Two were experts, another had some
experience, and the others were novices.

6.3 First Results and Discussion

Task completion time is defined as the time it takes to
successfully position the current peg into the destination
from the last successfully positioned peg. Results exhibited
a strong learning effect indicating we should run more than
three blocks in the final study.

The majority of users feedback concerned Screen-Space.
They all complained about depth translation: they were
frustrated by being unable to control the depth position
with two fingers. They reported they were used to the pinch-
to-zoom gesture available on commercial products and that
handling depth translation with three fingers was tedious.
As our mapping controlled orientation only (i.e., three
DOF), one extra DOF remained available for the constraint
solver (i.e., two fingers allow to control up to four DOF). We
therefore decided to change our two fingers mapping and
we added the control of depth position in addition to
rotation (Fig. 3).

Based on these pilot results, we decided to increase the
number of blocks to five in the controlled experiment. We
also changed the mapping of two fingers with Screen-Space
to control both depth position and orientation.
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Fig. 1. Screen capture of the peg-in-hole task.

Fig. 2. Description of the Sticky Tools technique using the taxonomy.

Fig. 3. Description of the Screen-Space technique using the taxonomy.

3. http://tuio.org.
4. http://www.ogre3d.org.
5. https://gist.github.com/764989.

Fig. 4. Description of the DS3 technique using the taxonomy.
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tracking. We used the iLight framework version 1.6 for
fingers detection and tracking. Finger data were then sent
using TUIO messages3 to a custom built 3D application
based on the Ogre3D framework.4 The source code of the
Ogre3D listener implementing the different interaction
techniques is available on github.5

6.2 Task and Participants
The task is a 3D peg-in-hole task similar to the one
described by Unger et al. [21] (Fig. 1), but without collision
detection enabled. Each experimental trial began after the
previous peg was successfully positioned and ended with
the successful positioning of the current peg. Participants
were asked to position and orientate as quickly as possible a
peg into a hole located at the middle of a 3D rectangular
parallelepiped. The latter was made transparent to ease the
fine positioning of the peg. The peg was made of a
rectangular base on which a cylindrical shape was extruded.
When both position and orientation were under a given
threshold, the peg turned green to indicate it was success-
fully located. The trial was considered as fully completed
when the peg stayed at the correct position for 0.8 s. The peg
then moved to another position, selected randomly on a
hemisphere (i.e., the center of the hemisphere was the center

of the hole and the radius was defined to fit within the
display space). The hole remained at the same place. In
addition to perspective and occlusion, we also added a
ground with shadows projection to improve depth percep-
tion. The virtual camera remained fixed during the whole
experiment. We controlled for the presence of depth
(whether translation along z-axis was required), the
combination of axes required for the rotation and the
amount of rotation required.

Six males with a mean age of 25 participated. Partici-
pants had variable experience with virtual reality and
multitouch displays. Two were experts, another had some
experience, and the others were novices.

6.3 First Results and Discussion

Task completion time is defined as the time it takes to
successfully position the current peg into the destination
from the last successfully positioned peg. Results exhibited
a strong learning effect indicating we should run more than
three blocks in the final study.

The majority of users feedback concerned Screen-Space.
They all complained about depth translation: they were
frustrated by being unable to control the depth position
with two fingers. They reported they were used to the pinch-
to-zoom gesture available on commercial products and that
handling depth translation with three fingers was tedious.
As our mapping controlled orientation only (i.e., three
DOF), one extra DOF remained available for the constraint
solver (i.e., two fingers allow to control up to four DOF). We
therefore decided to change our two fingers mapping and
we added the control of depth position in addition to
rotation (Fig. 3).

Based on these pilot results, we decided to increase the
number of blocks to five in the controlled experiment. We
also changed the mapping of two fingers with Screen-Space
to control both depth position and orientation.
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CHAPITRE 3. INTERACTION TACTILE ET GESTUELLE

lisés avec succès pour évaluer l’ambiguïté de reconnaissance [AS10, LLR99] et ont fait
des progrès pour prédire le temps d’exécution [CZ07, Iso01]. Malheureusement, créer
des modèles prédictifs pour des critères comme le temps d’exécution est difficile à cause
de la complexité et de la variabilité des gestes humains ; facteurs qui sont aussi influen-
cés par les capacités cognitives et motrices individuelles, ainsi que le contexte cultu-
rel. Pour ces raisons, les chercheurs ont proposé une seconde stratégie qui repose sur
l’usage d’études utilisateurs formelles pour la conception participative et l’évaluation
d’ensembles de gestes [AS10, MWW10, NSMG03, RB10, WMW09]. Impliquer des utili-
sateurs dans tout processus de conception est une bonne idée mais l’énergie nécessaire
pour concevoir, réaliser et analyser ce type d’expériences est importante comparée à
l’utilisation de modèles prédictifs.

Nous proposons une solution pratique entre un modèle et une étude utilisa-
teurs [VVCG11]. La notion de difficulté recouvre de multiples critères qui incluent la
facilité avec laquelle un geste peut être appris et exécuté. La notion de difficulté a été
mentionnée dans des travaux antérieurs [MWW10, NSMG03, WMW09], mais il n’y a eu
jusqu’alors aucune tentative pour l’évaluer en détails ou l’estimer. Pour cela, nous avons
réalisé une première expérience où nous avons demandé aux participants d’exécuter les
gestes représentés sur la figure 3.22 puis de noter le niveau de difficulté absolu de chaque
geste sur une échelle de 1 à 5 (1 étant très facile et 5 très difficile à exécuter) et enfin de
classer tous les gestes par ordre croissant de difficulté relative (Figure 3.23 ). Les résultats
montrent un niveau de cohérence important entre les participants sur l’évaluation du ni-
veau de difficulté d’exécution. Compte tenu de cette cohérence, nous pouvons chercher
à estimer cette difficulté en l’absence d’expérience. En substance, s’il existe une corréla-
tion avec un ou plusieurs descripteurs alors ces descripteurs peuvent être utilisés pour
estimer la difficulté d’exécution d’un geste.

94 R.-D. Vatavu et al.  

 

Gesture Set 
There were 18 different single stroke gestures (Fig 2). The set contains 9 gestures 
designed to be familiar (i.e. letters and shapes used in everyday writing) and 9 
gestures designed to be unfamiliar (e.g. the twirl-omega and flower shapes may 
appear familiar, but are unlikely to be practiced as a pen stroke, while steep-hill and 
triangles-chain are completely new shapes). As discussed earlier, Cao and Zhai [4] 
argue that familiarity affects actual performance time due to practice. The idea is that 
a more practiced gesture will result in a lower performance time in spite of high 
objective geometric complexity. For example, although the letter g is a rather 
complex series of twists and 180-degrees turns, it would be difficult to reproduce 
initially; but, with practice it can be executed very quickly. Since practice also relates 
to how easy a gesture is to learn and recall, familiarity is likely to relate to execution 
difficulty. We expected that more familiar gestures will be rated as easier to perform, 
even if they have high objective complexity. 

3

rectangle

(a) (b)

circle

strike-through twirl-omega turn-90 flower polyline

steep-hillreversed-pitriangle-chainsail-boattriangle

6 8 a g m

 

Fig. 2. The 18 gestures used in the experiment: (a) left 9 designed to be familiar; (b) right 9 
designed to be unfamiliar 

Design 
Each participant executed each gesture 20 times, with the 18x20 = 360 gestures 
presented in random order. The number of repetitions (20) was chosen larger than the 
current practice when eliciting gestures from users, be it for training gesture 
recognizers [26] or even for deriving performance models [4]. We purposely did this 
to ensure motor learning for all gestures so that participants would reach execution 
automaticity. Participants were allowed to take as many breaks as they wished. The 
experiment took approximately 40 minutes. 

Post-Experiment Questionnaire 
After the experiment, participants answered a short questionnaire regarding their 
perceived execution difficulty when performing the gestures. We gathered this 
information in two different ways: an individual execution difficulty Rating for each 
gesture using a 5-point Likert scale; and an ordered Ranking of all gestures according 
to relative execution difficulty. The 5-point Likert scale rating question (Table 1) was 
presented as a 5 column table: participants entered ratings for the 18 gestures in any 
order they chose. Participants were asked to enter the rating by drawing the gesture in 
the column corresponding to the desired Likert rating. We hoped this would allow 

Figure 3.22: Les 18 gestes utilisés dans la première expérience : (a) 9 gestes considérés
comme familiers ; (b) 9 gestes considérés comme non-familiers.

Nous avons évalué de nombreux descripteurs : les 13 descripteurs de Rubine [Rub91], les
7 descripteurs additionnels évalués par Long et al. [LLRM00], les 7 invariants spatiaux
de Hu habituellement utilisés en traitement d’image pour analyser les contours et les
formes [Pra01] (p. 606), la mesure de complexité Isokoski [Iso01] et le temps d’exécution
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Fig. 3. Left: median gesture Rating (higher Rating values were perceived to be more difficult to 
execute). Right: median gesture Ranking (higher numerical Ranking for gestures perceived to 
be more difficult to execute). In both graphs, gestures are ordered by ascending Ranking. 

latter also noted that the assumed-to-be-familiar gestures a and g were unfamiliar 
because the starting point was not in the same location where they usually start those 
letters. As part of their comments regarding their perception of gesture difficulty, 
three participants noted the same issue of starting position with a and g and one 
participant with 8, but they did not feel this made them unfamiliar. This relates to the 
problem of allographic variation in handwriting where individual differences in the 
formation of character shapes pose problems for handwriting recognizers [21]. Aside 
from twirl-omega where Familiarity deviations occurred with half of our participants, 
our assumed gesture familiarity was reasonable. We could treat these deviations as 
outliers since they represent less than 4% out of the total responses, but when possible 
Familiarity related analysis is based on actual participant responses. 

The median Ranking and Rating across all familiar and all unfamiliar gestures (Fig 
3) are significantly different according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (z(N=14)=-3.402, 
p=.001 for Rating and z(N=14)=-3.400, p=.001 for Ranking, both with large effects, r=-
.64). These 9 assumed familiar gestures are among the 11 gestures assigned to the 
easiest Rating levels, and are among the lowest 10 gestures in ascending difficulty 
Ranking (Fig 3). The twirl-omega and reversed-pi (two out of three contentiously 
unfamiliar gestures) also share the two easiest median Rating levels, and reversed-pi 
has the same median ranking as the familiar gesture g. 

5   Towards Estimating Execution Difficulty 

Given the high agreement of perceived execution difficulty Rating and Ranking in 
experiment 1, we can search for a way to estimate difficulty in the absence of a formal 
experiment. Essentially, if a correlation exists with one or more characteristic gesture 
descriptors, then those descriptors can be used to estimate execution difficulty. We 
examined many potential descriptors (Table 2): all of Rubine's static geometric 
descriptors and measured quantities [20], the additional geometric descriptors used by 
Long et al. [15], Hu invariant spatial curve moments commonly used in image 
processing for contours and shapes [18](p. 606), Isokoski's complexity measure [8], 
and the production time predicted by Cao and Zhai's CLC model [4]. 

Figure 3.23: Gauche : valeur médiane de difficulté (les scores plus importants corres-
pondent à des gestes jugés plus difficiles à exécuter). Droite : classification médiane des
gestes (une valeur plus importante indique un geste plus difficile à exécuter)

prédit par le modèle de Cao et Zhai [CZ07]. Les résultats montrent que le temps d’exé-
cution permet d’obtenir la meilleure corrélation. Nous avons également observé que le
modèle CLC [CZ07] ne permettait pas de prédire correctement les temps d’exécution.

Nous avons réalisé une seconde expérience pour valider les résultats de la première, avec
un nouvel ensemble de gestes. Nos résultats montrent que l’estimation de la difficulté
relative peut être prédite avec plus de 93% de précision en utilisant une mesure du temps
d’exécution et 87% en utilisant le modèle de production du temps du premier ordre
d’Isokoski [Iso01]. En utilisant un classificateur Baysien et le temps d’exécution, nous
pouvons mesurer la difficulté absolue avec 83% de réussite. Puisque les temps prédits
par le modèle CLC [CZ07] réduisent la précision de notre classification à 25%, nous
avons proposé une approche alternative. Nous avons trouvé que le temps d’exécution
peut être raisonnablement estimé en utilisant plusieurs échantillons de temps. Avec 3
utilisateurs fournissant 3 gestes exemples, notre règle de classification permet d’obtenir
75% de précision en moyenne.

Réduire la difficulté d’exécution de gestes est un des objectifs lors de la conception d’un
ensemble de gestes. Nos travaux montrent que les utilisateurs ont une perception simi-
laire de la difficulté d’exécution et qu’elle est fortement corrélée avec le temps d’exécu-
tion. Par ailleurs, cette difficulté peut être estimée en utilisant deux règles simples pour
les classifications relative et absolue. Parce que les modèles existants ne permettent pas
de prédire le temps d’exécution nécessaire pour nos règles de classification, nous mon-
trons qu’une estimation du temps d’exécution peut être obtenue en utilisant seulement
quelques échantillons de quelques utilisateurs. De plus cet ensemble peut déjà exister
quand les concepteurs entraînent le système de reconnaissance.

Pour l’exécution de gestes de commandes, seule la forme géométrique du geste est prise
en considération. La segmentation du geste est par ailleurs réalisée, soit à l’aide d’un
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to select, and pick-and-release spheres randomly positioned in 3D.
The hand was tracked using a Gametrak device2 and we used the
button of a wireless mouse hold by the hand to perform the task.
The Gametrak has a 3m cube workspace with a resolution ranging
from 0.01 mm to 7 mm in all directions and a 125 Hz sampling
rate. We collected a total of 160 trials for the analysis. For each
condition (select, pick, release), we computed the mean velocity
and acceleration profiles. This gave us a total of six graphs.

The velocity and acceleration profiles for the whole movement
measured from the cursor first move to the target selection or pick-
ing did not show any specific pattern. Instead we observed dis-
criminant patterns for the end of each movement when the pointer
reaches the target.

Among the different profiles we computed, the most specific
pattern we observed was for the picking. For this task, the device
acceleration when entering a target first decreases until reaching a
minimum and increases before the user presses the button. The cor-
responding profile is illustrated in Figure 1 (top). The time when the
pointer enters the target is represented by the yellow bar and the red
bar represents the time the button is pressed. Figure 1 (bottom) rep-
resents the corresponding acceleration profile for the selection task.
We could not find a similar profile for the acceleration between the
time the target is entered and the time the button is pressed.

This characteristic profile for the picking task could be ex-
plained by a planning of the movement trajectory before pressing
the button. The trajectory is planned to enter the target and then
exit it in a direction given by the expected drop position. Trajectory
analysis confirmed that the distance between the pointer position
and the target center increases as soon as the button is pressed.

For the selection task, the velocity profile (Figure 2) represents the
most characteristic profile. The velocity keeps decreasing once the
target is entered (represented by the yellow bar) until the button is
pressed down (red bar) and up (end of the blue curve). The average
speed when the button is pressed down is equal to 21mm.s�1 (SD
= 8mm.s�1) and the duration of the click (button down and up) was
measured to be equal to 180ms.

For the release task, we observed that the average speed when the
button up event occurs is equal to 14mm.s�1 (SD = 7mm.s�1). For
both selection and picking tasks we observed that the average veloc-
ity when entering a target is equal to 75mm.s�1 (SD = 40mm.s�1).

In the next section we propose an algorithm taking into account
the observations of the study presented in this section to predict the
select, pick, and release tasks.

4 PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Based on the results of the preliminary study, we propose the state
transition diagram as illustrated in Figure 3 to select, deselect, pick,
and release objects.

As we can only discriminate the acceleration profiles when a target
is entered, our algorithm first checks if the pointer is inside a 3D
object that can be selected or picked (state 0). When the target is
entered (state 1), the velocity, acceleration and trajectory profiles
are analyzed.

In state 1, we check if the target is intended to be selected or picked
by measuring the device speed. If it is above Vthreshold1 we consider
the user passing through a target without any intention of interacting
with it. We used a value of 115mm.s�1 for Vthreshold1 as the prelim-
inary study showed that the mean velocity when entering a target is
equal to 75mm.s�1 with a standard deviation equal to 40mm.s�1. If
the device velocity remains below Vthreshold1 we then discriminate
between the select and pick tasks.

2http://www.pdp.com
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Figure 3: The state transition diagram representing the algorithm to

predict select, deselect, pick, and release tasks. D is the distance

between the current pointer position and the center of the entered

target.

The picking task is conditioned by the two criteria found in the
initial study: a minimum peak in the acceleration profile and an
increase in the distance to the target center (isIncreased(D)). The
increase in distance is checked after the minimum peak acceleration
is detected. If the two conditions are fulfilled the target is picked
(state 3).

For the selection task, we check if the device speed remains below
a speed threshold Vthreshold2 over a period of time. According to
the initial study we found an average velocity equal to 21mm.s�1

(SD = 8mm.s�1) when the button is pressed down. We use a speed
equal 29mm.s�1 for Vthreshold2 and use 180ms for the time period.
The target state (selected or deselected) is then toggled.

The target release occurs when the device speed drops below a
third threshold speed Vthreshold3.We used a value of 7mm.s�1 as
the mean value found in the initial study with the corresponding
standard deviation.

The detection of the pick task depends, in part, to the function
IsIncrease(D). As mentioned above, this function allows to predict
that the user is moving out from the target. In the formal experi-
ment (cf. section 5) targets were spheres. Hence D is the distance
between the sphere center to the pointer position. We assume that
our algorithm is adapted for targets with a geometric form that can
be easily enclosed in a sphere, for example, pyramid, cube, cylin-
der. For these forms, D is well defined.

5 EXPERIMENT

Our goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm by mea-
suring the percentage of correctly recognized actions for each sub-
task: selection, pick, and release. As our algorithm is based on
kinematic gesture analysis, we also want to assess its robustness on
parameters that can affect the kinematic profile: target size (the size
of the object to select or pick), destination size (the size of the zone
to release the picked target) and target orientation (measured as the
angle formed by the movement starting point, the target position
and the horizontal). The target size is known to affect the velocity
profile with small sizes requiring more accuracy and thus reducing
the corrective movement speed [7]. The target orientation affects
the relative displacement of the hand which can make a difference
in the velocity profile. Our goal is also to compare our technique to
the button alternative in terms of performance (movement time and
error rate) and subjective preference.

Participants

Four female and four male with a mean age of 26 (SD=1.8) par-
ticipated. Participants had an average forearm length equal to 27
cm (SD=3), arm length equal to 29 cm (SD=2.5), and an average
height equal to 173 cm (SD=9). All participants were right-handed
and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Two participants
had little experience and six had no experience with virtual reality
and 3D applications but this is acceptable as we are observing a
lower level physical behavior. Among the participants fours were
computer scientists, three were electronic engineers and one was
medical doctor. None of them participated in the initial study.

Apparatus

The experiment was conducted using a retroprojected 6500 mm
(256 inch) large curved screen with stereoscopic display using a
2344 ⇥ 1050 pixels resolution (202 ⇥ 203 mm), 96 DPI pixel den-
sity, and 120 Hz refresh rate. The hand position was tracked using
a DTrack device with an ARTtrack infrared-based optical tracking
system3. The ARTrack system gives a 0.06 mm positional resolu-
tion in all directions, 0.4 mm positional accuracy and a 60 Hz sam-
pling rate. The DTrack device was positioned on top of the hand.
For the button condition, we used the same apparatus except partic-
ipants hold a wireless mouse in the hand that was tracked. The left
mouse button was used for interaction.

Task

We used two tasks in our experiment: a multi-directional pointing
task and a multi-directional pick-and-release task. The two tasks
were evaluated with and without button (figure 4). For each task
we used four targets evenly distributed on a circle positioned at the
center of the screen in a plane parallel to the screen. The pointer
was represented as a pink sphere with a diameter equal to 2 mm
measured at the center of the circle. We used a constant gain to
map the hand position to the 3D cursor position.

For the selection task, the target to select appeared in red while the
other targets remained grey. Upon successful selection of the target,
it disappeared and the next target to select turned red. Picked targets

3http://www.ar-tracking.de/

Figure 4: Picture of the experiment setup for the pick-and-release

task showing our experimental hardware with the large screen, the

DTrack device fixed to the hand of the participant, the targets to pick-

and-release and the destination on the floor.

were counted as errors and had to be released anywhere before the
next target to select turned red.

We used a similar scenario for the pick-and-release task except the
target to pick appeared green and we used a sphere at a pseudo-
random position on the floor representing the destination location to
release it. The destination sphere appeared white and turned green
when the target was fully inside. Targets that were inadvertently
released were counted as error and had to be picked again until
released at the correct destination. Targets inadvertently selected
were counted as errors before the next target to pick turned green.

In addition to perspective and occlusion, we added shadow projec-
tion on ground for the pointer, targets and destination to improve
depth perception. The camera remained fixed during the whole ex-
periment. Participants were instructed to perform the tasks as accu-
rately as possible. For all participants, the parameters of our model
were set to the same values given by the initial study.

Design

A repeated measures within-subjects design was used. The inde-
pendent variables were TECHNIQUE (system used with or with-
out button), TASK (Select, Pick, Release), ORIENTATION (0�, 90�,
180�, 270�), TARGET SIZE (6 mm, 12 mm and 24 mm - measured
at the center of the circle) and DESTINATION SIZE for the release
task (10 mm and 20 mm greater than the target size). The orienta-
tion is measured from the horizontal axis counter-clockwise (the 0�
is positioned at the right of the scene). The pick-and-release task is
decomposed into two sub-tasks: the pick task and the release task.

Trials were organized in BLOCKS to measure the learning effect.
We used six blocks for the no-button technique and two blocks
for the button technique. Each BLOCK was composed of the three
TASK evaluated each time with three TARGET SIZE, four ORIEN-
TATION and the two DESTINATION SIZE for the Release task. TASK
and TECHNIQUE were counter-balanced across participants. This
gave us a total of 8 ⇥ 480 = 3,840 total trials. The experiment
lasted approximately 60 minutes.

6 RESULTS

The dependent variable are movement time and success rate.

6.1 Movement Time

Trials marked as error were removed from movement time analysis.
Repeated measures analysis of variance found no significant effect
(F1,7 = 0.017, p = 0.9) for TECHNIQUE, TASK (F2,14 = 3.426, p
= 0.061) and no significant interaction between TECHNIQUE and
TASK (F2,14 = 2.91, p = 0.088) on movement time. These results
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3.2. INTERACTION GESTUELLE

3.1 User Inputs as Sketches or Gestures
We choose fingers tracking as our main input modality captured by
the multi-touch surface when user touches it and by the Gametrak
device once above. However to use such input data into sketches
or gestures, we start by filtering the Gametrak data to remove the
spatial jitter coming from the device and the user using the 1e fil-
ter [6]. This data is then stored as an input gesture and updated
continuously. While it is updated, input data is fitted incremen-
tally to the best fit of lines and cubic Bézier curves. Thanks to
this transformation, input gestures can be used as strokes creating
shapes with sharp features or as gestures defining smooth trajecto-
ries. Our incremental fitting algorithm based on curve fitting tries
to guarantee the continuity between curves and segments by adding
tangency constraints during the fitting process without loosing fine
details. This process also guarantees a maximal error distance of 7
millimeters between the raw and smoothed trajectories. This curve
and line approximation is used for both sketches and gestures above
the surface in place of the raw input data. While trajectory or 3D
strokes could be defined directly using such representation, an ad-
ditional beautification step is done on sketches to ease the creation
of regular shapes. When a closed contour is created on the sur-
face, further constraints are applied based on line segments to detect
parallel and perpendicular line pairs and segment pairs with equal
length. We use a threshold on angles between segments for par-
allelism and perpendicularity and a threshold ratio relationship be-
tween segments with similar length. An energy function is specified
for each type of constraint and we perform an error minimization
method to beautify user sketches. Regarding closed conic sections,
we use a 2D shape recognizer [12] to detect circles and ellipses
which are approximated by a closed piecewise curve using four cu-
bic Bézier segments. This recognizer is also used to detect a simple
erasing gesture used to delete shapes or strokes.

3.2 Selecting Modeling Parts
Selecting shapes or part of them is critical to any direct manipu-
lation based approach. While this is done implicitly by touching
a geometrical feature on the surface, we choose to use an explicit
pinch gesture in space mimicking a grabbing gesture of physical
objects. Visual feedback on shapes and geometrical features is pro-
vided based on their proximity with fingers.

Several selections can be performed with different granularity
since any topological feature from our boundary representation can
be edited. A whole shape can be selected by intersecting its bound-
ing box with a finger. Intersecting a face, edge or vertex highlights
it for selection. Since edges and vertices can be shared by more than
one face or edge respectively, a continuous selection mechanism is
provided to disambiguate the selection by analyzing the previously
highlighted entity. For example, it is possible to highlight a particu-
lar edge of face shared by two faces by selecting it from the face the
user is interested in. Empty selections, which are useful for scene
manipulation, are possible both on the surface or in the space above
it by simply selecting an empty area of the scene (i.e. one that does
not intersect any bounding box of a shape).

3.3 Transitioning between Surface and Space
Creating 3D planar shapes in space remains an operation difficult to
perform due to lack of physical constraints to guide the hand. We
propose a snapping operator to easily switch between the surface
and space allowing to use sketches on the surface or gestures in 3D
space at convenience. Snapping is available through the contextual
menu accessible on the NDH to snap on or back on any selected
face. It works by computing a transformation matrix to align the
3D scene to the visible grid defined as a representation of the table
surface. A simple linear animation between the two orientations
is rendered to help the user understand the new orientation of the
model. Furthermore, it allows sketching details on existing shapes

or guaranteeing that new shapes are created on top of an existing
shape. Additionally, since existing objects can occlude the selected
face when snapping is performed, we give to the user the possibility
to clip part of the scene using our menu. It is implemented using
traditional OpenGL clipping planes defined as lying on the surface.

4 HARDWARE MODELING SETUP

Our setup consists in a semi-immersive environment based on a
stereoscopic multi-touch display 96⇥72 cm (42 inches) combined
with a Kinect depth camera and two Gametraks used to identify and
track the hands and fingers above the surface.

Head tracking is achieved in a non-intrusive way thanks to the
Kinect using its skeleton detection algorithm. The skeleton is also
used to track user hands allowing to locate the dominant hand ac-
cording to the handedness of the user. Finger tracking is operated
through multi-touch on the surface and using Gametrak devices
in space (Figure 2). The visualization relies on a back-projection
based system located under the table running at 120 Hz with a 1024
⇥ 768 pixels resolution giving a pixel density of 10.6 pixels per
cm (27 DPI). It is coupled with active shutter glasses from 3D Vi-
sion NVIDIA for the stereoscopic visualization.The 3D scene is
rendered on top of the surface and the point of view is updated ac-
cording to the position and orientation of the user’s head to take into
account motion parallax. The IR transmitter for the glasses uses an
IR wavelength different from the multi-touch table which is based
on the Diffuse Illumination technique. It is set at a position to cover
the working volume around the table where the user interacts.

A camera running at 120 Hz with a 640⇥480 pixels resolution
and positioned under the surface records finger movements on the
surface, providing a maximum resolution of 6.4 dots per cm (16.25
DPI) for finger tracking. We use the iLight2 framework version 1.6
for fingers detection and tracking. Fingers data are then sent using
TUIO messages to our custom built application.

The two Gametraks are used to track the 3D position of the index
and thumb of each hand when they are no longer in contact with the

2iliGHT Tactile Table product page: http://www.immersion.fr

Figure 2: Overview of the setup.Figure 3.25: Vue globale de la configuration matérielle.

Figure 3: Detailed view of the Gametrak strings attached to the fin-
gers with the buttons used for pinch gestures

multi-touch surface. These low cost gaming devices are placed in
a reverse position centered above the table at a distance of 120 cm.
The 3D position of each finger is computed from the two angles
of rotation and the length of each cable, digitalized on 16 bits and
reported at 125Hz to the host computer, resulting in a theoretical
position resolution going from 500 dots per cm (1250 DPI) when
the finger is close to the surface to 900 dots per cm (2250 DPI)
when it is 50 cm above it. However the effective resolution is far
lower (around 10 DPI) due to measurement noise. The retractable
strings are attached to the fingers through a ring. Although strings
introduce some visual clutter, they were not found to distract users
from their task. The strings create a minor spring effect which re-
duces user hand tremor without adding fatigue. We added a 6mm
diameter low profile momentary switch button on each index finger
to detect pinch gestures without ambiguity (Figure 3). This sim-
ple solution provides a good trade-off regarding precision, cost and
cumbersomeness compared to using a high end marker based opti-
cal tracking system or low sampling frequency (30 Hz) device such
as the Kinect. The latter presents also a low tracking resolution
(from 3 to 8 DPI) and is subject to finger occlusion.

The redundancy of information from the different input devices
allows us to identify which finger of which hand is interacting on
the surface or in the air or to choose the input source with the best
tracking resolution.

5 INTERPRETING INPUT DATA

Our setup relies on several input devices which should be on the
same coordinate system to obtain a continuous interaction space.
We chose the Kinect coordinate system as our primary coordinate
system since it covers both the working and the user spaces. This
section explains how we calibrate our continuous interaction space
and how input data is fused into a single user model.

5.1 Calibrating Multi-touch Input Data

We provide a simple application for the user to pick the four cor-
ners of the multi-touch display in an image captured by the Kinect.
These four points coupled with the 3D coordinate extracted from
the Kinect depth map are used to compute the plane which mini-
mizes the distance between them. The plane is then used to define
two matrices converting touches on the surface into 3D positions
and vice versa. Figure 4 presents a screenshot of our calibration
application allowing the user to assess the correctness of the cali-
bration thanks to a 3D preview of the plane and its mesh represen-
tation captured by the Kinect. The screen plane definition is used
to define the frustum of the off-axis stereo perspective projection to
render 3D content on top of the surface from the user point of view.

Figure 4: Calibrating 2D Touches: Kinect image camera with the four
corner points selected by the user (red dots) on the left, 3D view of
the user with the resulting screen plane on the right

5.2 Calibrating Gametrak Input Data
Gametrak input data is defined in a framework centered on the de-
vice base, requiring the computation of a transformation matrix into
our primary coordinate system for each tracked finger. This is done
using a set of one thousand matching 3D position pairs to compute
the correspondence rigid transformation. The set is created by sam-
pling the multi-touch surface screen and gathering the touch posi-
tions converted to our primary coordinate system using the matrix
defined on the previous section. The rigid transformation is com-
puted using a RANSAC algorithm [10], creating a matrix mapping
Gametrak positions to our global coordinate system.

5.3 Fusing Inputs into a Single User Model
All input data that belong to the same finger are fused together as an
input gesture. An input gesture might represent a stroke or gesture
on or above the surface. Data coming from the multi-touch surface
or the Gametraks has a unique identifier defined by the input device.
After the coordinates have been converted into the same coordinate
system, the fusing consists in determining when the identifiers from
different sources correspond to the same finger. It also consists in
adding the handedness information to each finger. A new input
gesture is created when a finger touches the multi-touch surface
without doing any pinch gesture, or when the finger performs the
pinch and that finger was not touching the surface before. Input
gestures are deleted when fingers are lifted from the surface without
any pinching or when the pinch button is released above the surface.
Otherwise the input gesture is updated. Multi-touch and Gametrak
data are fused together based on close proximity. When a finger
is on the multi-touch surface, we discard Gametrak data even if
they are available as they were found to be less reliable. When a
new input gesture is created, input handedness is determined by the
closest hand position obtained from the Kinect skeleton.

6 BIMANUAL INTERACTION ON THE SURFACE

The multi-touch surface is primarily used as a sketching canvas
where the user interacts using fingers. As previously explained,
we followed the Guiard bimanual asymmetric model allowing the

Figure 5: Bimanual Interaction on the Surface: Sketching using the
DH (left) and scaling with both hands starting with the NDH (right).Figure 3.26: Interaction bi-manuelle sur la surface : réalisation d’une esquisse avec la

main dominante (gauche) et re-dimensionnement avec deux mains en utilisant la main
non-dominante (droite).

Les gestes effectués au dessus de la surface sont interprétés comme création ou édition
d’objets 3D. La création consiste à extruder des formes planaires précédemment esquis-
sées sur la surface. L’utilisateur sélectionne la forme avec son index de la main dominante
puis réalise un geste de pince pour extruder la forme selon la normale à la surface (Figure
3.27). La hauteur est alors mise à jour en continu et co-localisée avec la position du doigt
jusqu’à ce que le bouton soit relâché. Les formes peuvent être aussi extrudées selon une
trajectoire définie dans l’espace après que l’utilisateur a sélectionné cette opération dans
un menu affiché sous la main non-dominante (Figure 3.27). Quand l’utilisateur définit
la trajectoire, le chemin est continuellement ré-évalué et ajusté en utilisant des segments
et des courbes pour créer des formes régulières. Sans cette opération, les formes créées
seraient inexploitables.
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Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).Figure 3.27: Extrusion d’une face suivant sa direction normale ; extrusion suivant une

trajectoire ; mise à l’échelle en utilisant deux mains.

L’édition suit la métaphore du pousser/tirer où les caractéristiques topologiques d’un
objet (sommets, arêtes et faces) sont déplacées dans l’espace suivant la direction normale
à la face à laquelle ils appartiennent. L’utilisateur active d’abord la caractéristique géomé-
trique en plaçant l’index de la main dominante à proximité et le sélectionne avec un geste
de pince. La position de la caractéristique géométrique est ensuite mise à jour selon la
position de l’index jusqu’à ce que le geste de pince soit relâché. Les faces peuvent aussi
être extrudées suivant une trajectoire définie par l’utilisateur une fois que l’opération
correspondante a été sélectionnée dans un menu affiché sous la main non-dominante. Si
aucune caractéristique géométrique n’est sélectionnée lors du geste de pince, les utilisa-
teurs peuvent réaliser des esquisses en 3D.

L’interaction bi-manuelle utilisée sur la surface est également possible au dessus de la
surface, permettant de faire tourner, déplacer et mettre à l’échelle en utilisant les deux
mains. Comme sur la surface, la main non-dominante commence l’interaction en utili-
sant un geste de pince. La main non-dominante définit les translations alors que la main
dominante ajoute les rotations et changements d’échelle, en utilisant une méthode pro-
posée par Wang et al. [WPP11]. Ces interactions directes apparaissent bien plus efficaces
comparées aux interactions indirectes en utilisant uniquement une surface multipoints
(e.g. changer la profondeur d’un objet tout en le déplaçant dans le plan de l’écran).

Les techniques présentées précédemment utilisent des opérations manuelles asymé-
triques pour implicitement transiter entre la réalisation d’esquisses, la transformation
d’objets et la manipulation du monde. La main non-dominante peut être aussi utilisée
pour compléter des opérations réalisées avec la main dominante. Tout d’abord, la main
non-dominante peut-être utilisée pour sélectionner le mode utilisé par la main domi-
nante. Les modes sont présentés dans un menu contextuel positionné sous la main non-
dominante (Figure 3.28). Les modes présentés dans le menu contextuel correspondent à
ceux disponibles par rapport à l’action en train d’être effectuée par la main dominante.
La transparence du menu est ajustée en fonction de la distance de la main à la surface : au
dessus de 15 cm, le menu est totalement transparent et devient progressivement opaque
quand la main non-dominante s’approche de la surface. Pour améliorer l’accessibilité, le
menu contextuel suit la main non-dominante mais sa position est progressivement figée
quand elle approche de la surface, afin de réduire les instabilités spatiales et les erreurs
lors de la sélection d’un item. Cela est simplement réalisé grâce au 1e filter pour lequel
la fréquence de coupure est ajustée en fonction de la distance.
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3.3. CONCLUSION

Les choix de modes incluent la sélection du type d’extrusion (normal à une face ou
selon une trajectoire), l’opération de clonage et l’opération de basculement de vue. Le
basculement est disponible quand une face est sélectionnée. L’opération consiste à faire
une rotation du monde pour aligner la face avec la surface. La main non dominante peut
être aussi utilisée pour sélectionner un élément géométrique qui sert de contrainte à la
main dominante. Nous utilisons les contraintes de plans et d’arêtes pour les opérations
d’extrusion et de positionnement. Par exemple, la main non-dominante peut sélectionner
une face d’un objet pour définir la hauteur maximale ou minimale d’un objet en train
d’être extrudé avec la main dominante (Figure 3.28). Lors de la translation, une contrainte
planaire définit la limite au delà de laquelle un objet ne peut plus être déplacé. Le profil
d’un objet peut également être mis à l’échelle avec la main non-dominante tout en étant
extrudé par la main dominante.

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).Figure 3.28: Exemple de menu présenté sous la main non-dominante ; opération de

clonage ; définition d’une contrainte de hauteur ; mise à l’échelle avec la main non-
dominante tout en extrudant avec la main dominante.

Nous avons comparé de façon informelle notre système avec deux experts : le premier
maîtrisait parfaitement notre système et le second était un architecte expert de Rhino3D.
Les temps de modélisation en utilisant chacun des systèmes étaient sensiblement équiva-
lents, et cela pour différents types de modèles. Ces premiers résultats sont encourageants
et donnent une première validation de notre approche.

3.3 Conclusion

Ce chapitre a synthétisé plusieurs contributions importantes pour mieux comprendre et
enrichir l’interaction tactile et gestuelle. Partant de la problématique de l’occultation en
interaction directe, nous avons mené des études pour mieux comprendre son influence,
ce qui nous a conduit à proposer des modèles qui peuvent servir par la suite au déve-
loppement d’interfaces qui adaptent la présentation de leur contenu à l’occultation.

Nous avons ensuite présenté le STIMTAC qui permet de produire un film d’air com-
primé sous le doigt afin de modifier le frottement d’une surface. Nous avons présenté
les résultats d’une étude montrant que le périphérique est en mesure de reproduire des
textures de forme de base carrée avec la même acuité que dans la réalité. Nous avons en-
suite exploré l’utilisation du retour tactile pour développer une technique facilitation du
pointage sensible aux cibles, appelée Surfpad, qui permet d’améliorer les performances
de pointage même en présence de distrateurs.
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making. We tested three different Conté mock-ups (Figure 

2a): 6 × 6 × 64 mm (same as artistJs Conté crayons), 8 × 8 × 

81 mm (same as another type of square prism shaped art-

istJs crayon), 8 × 11 × 81 mm (an extruded rectangle profile 

we thought might be advantageous). A tablet pen and the 

short pen from the toy slate were available for comparison. 

 

Figure 2. Interviews: (a) Conté mock-ups; (b) simulating 
fundamental tasks with the Magic Drawing Slate. 

Primary observations are below (i.e. 1a references task 1): 
1a. They use the corner, the end edge, and the side, and 

they blend with both non-dominant fingers and their 

dominant hand (by tucking the stick in their palm). 

1b. Two different grips are used: a precise dynamic tripod 

grip, and a finger and thumb grip. The latter enables 

more contact surfaces to be accessed quickly. 

1c. The tip becomes rounded with use, but artists can `find 

a cornera by feel as they rotate the shaft.  

2a. Writing and tracing with a corner was similar to a pen, 

but the longer 81 mm mock-ups were preferred. Writ-

ing with Conté was less comfortable than a pen, but not 

especially uncomfortable either. 

2b. The extruded rectangle profile could be held more se-

curely, and did not reduce manipulative capability.  

3a. `Tuckinga Conté in the palm was easier than the tablet 

pen and up to three fingers could be used for touch. 

3b. Transitioning contacts was fine, but took longer if the 

grip also had to be changed or re-adjusted. For exam-

ple, changing from corner to side, or end to end. 

3c. The most difficult contact to hold was a long side edge. 

While clearly not a formal design study, these are useful 

general observations which we refer to later. Moreover, the 

open structure may have revealed aspects otherwise missed, 

and participants actually said it was fun. 

CONTÉ CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN SPACE 
In spite of its simple form factor, digital Conté has the po-

tential to quickly switch between expressive input modes 

while providing additional parameters such as azimuth an-

gle (barrel rotation), elevation angle (tilt), and pressure. 

After discussing the characteristics and capabilities of 

Conté, we outline a design space with includes using Conté 

alone and in combination with multi-touch. 

Characteristics  
The discussion here stems from our own observations sup-

ported by the artist interviews. Conducting formal quantita-

tive experiments would be premature; we will discuss po-

tential human factors studies as future work. To ground our 

discussion, we focus on the extruded rectangle Conté 

shape. The shape is pen-like given its crayon heritage, 

though compared to a pen it is shorter, faceted, and without 

a well-defined nib. Of course there will be some reduction 

in comfort and precision as the form factor deviates from a 

standard pen, and likewise a reduction in the number of 

stable contacts as the shape deviates from a ToolStone 

block. Our intention was to optimize this trade-off and we 

note that even efforts to establish an ideal pen shape are 

conflicted due to influences of individual preference and 

task [10,28]. The extruded rectangle shape was favoured by 

our interview participants and the slight irregularity should 

help users (and software) distinguish end edges and side 

faces. This form factor potentially supports 26 different 
contacts, classified into 7 types (Figure 3): 8 corners, 4 

short end edges, 4 medium end edges, 4 long side edges, 2 

end faces, 2 thick side faces, and 2 thin side faces.  

 
Figure 3. Seven types of contacts. 

Contact Point Characteristics. For each type of contact, the 

combination of hand grip, contact shape, and equilibrium 

resulting from operating position dictate the availability of 

additional input parameters, level of precision, manipula-

tion capability, and ability to maintain state when released 

(Figure 4). Song et al.Js [25] observation that people adopt 

different grips motivates a pen design which changes mode 

by sensing the current grip. With Conté, adopting different 

grips is a natural part of changing the desired contact. 

(a) (b)

8 corners

4 short end edges

4 medium end edges

4 long side edges
2 end faces 2 thin side faces

2 thick side faces

Figure 4. Typical hand grips used for different Conté contacts.  

corner short end edge medium end edge end thick side thin side long side edge
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ABSTRACT
We present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation technique that
does not decrease target distance or increase target width in
either control or display space. This new technique oper-
ates instead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the
ability to alter a touchpad’s coefficient of friction by means
of a squeeze film effect. We report on three experiments
comparing Surfpad to the Semantic Pointing technique and
constant control-display gain with and without distractor tar-
gets. Our results clearly show the limits of traditional target-
aware control-display gain adaptation in the latter case, and
the benefits of our tactile approach in both cases. Surfpad
leads to a performance improvement close to 9% compared
to unassisted pointing at small targets with no distractor. It
is also robust to high distractor densities, keeping an aver-
age performance improvement of nearly 10% while Seman-
tic Pointing can degrade up to 100%. Our results also sug-
gest the performance improvement is caused by tactile in-
formation feedback rather than mechanical causes, and that
the feedback is more effective when friction is increased on
targets using a simple step function.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User inter-
faces - Graphical user interfaces.

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors

Author Keywords
Pointing facilitation, target-aware, control-display gain
adaptation, squeeze film effect

INTRODUCTION
Pointing is a fundamental task of modern human computer
interfaces and has been extensively studied by the HCI re-
search community. Fitts’ law has proven to be one of the
most robust and widely adopted models in this area [29]. It
expresses the movement time to acquire a target of width W
at a distance D as a linear function of the index of difficulty
ID = log2(

D
W + 1).

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
CHI 2011, May 7 - 12, 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0267-8/11/05...$10.00.

Numerous techniques have been proposed that attempt to
beat Fitts’ law, i.e. to make virtual pointing easier than it
is in the physical world [5]. Most of these techniques at-
tempt to decrease D, to increase W , or both. Most of them
are also inherently target-aware [34]: they take advantage
of some knowledge about the size and position of the tar-
gets and sometimes modify them. In cases where pointing
involves the indirect control of a visual cursor, some tech-
niques operate by dynamically adapting the control-display
gain CDgain = Vcursor/Vdevice [12]. Other techniques sup-
plement the visual display with auditory or haptic feedback.
Yet despite their demonstrated efficiency in simple config-
urations, most target-aware pointing techniques are difficult
to use in practice. One of the key problems that affects them
in real-life situations is the potential interferences caused by
intervening targets on the way to the primary one (distrac-
tors), a problem that is still largely understudied.

In this paper, we present Surfpad, a pointing facilitation
technique that does not decrease D or increase W in either
control or display space. This new technique operates in-
stead in the tactile domain by taking advantage of the ability
to alter the coefficient of friction of a particular touchpad, the
STIMTAC [9], by means of a squeeze film effect (Figure 1).
We report on three experiments comparing Surfpad to the Se-
mantic Pointing technique [10] and constant control-display
gain with and without distractor targets. Our results clearly
show the limits of traditional target-aware CD gain adapta-
tion in the latter case, and the benefits of our tactile approach
in both cases. Our results also suggest the performance im-
provement is caused by tactile information feedback rather
than mechanical causes, and that the feedback is more effec-
tive when friction is increased on targets using a simple step
function.

smooth smoother

Figure 1. The squeeze film effect: controlled vibration of a surface

creates an air film which reduces its coefficient of friction.

Figure 6: Face straight extrusion: along the surface normal direction
(left), along a face normal direction (right).

user to implicitly switch between sketching tasks and object trans-
formation / world manipulation (scale, rotate, translate operations
on objects or on the world) depending on the hand used. Using
the DH, user can sketch on the surface creating planar shapes from
close contours. Contours might use lines, curves or both and can be
sketched using multiple strokes. Open strokes whose extremities
are close to each other are merged into a single stroke. Topologi-
cal shape features are highlighted if a touch selection is performed
nearby. Additionally, planar faces can be sub-divided into an arbi-
trary number of faces with different shapes if a face is overlapped
by an open stroke starting and finishing outside that face. As ex-
plained in Section 3.1, strokes are automatically fitted into lines
and curves ready to be used as sketch. However, we also use a 2D
shape recognizer [12] allowing detecting simple gestures such as an
erasing command by drawing a scribble. When an erasing gesture
is recognized, if it overlaps open strokes, they are erased. However,
if it overlaps only shapes and not open strokes, overlapped shapes
are erased. This solution allows to use open strokes as construction
lines while modeling.

When starting a gesture on the surface with the NDH, it is in-
terpreted as object transformation if it is performed on an object,
or world manipulation otherwise. Single touch gestures are inter-
preted as object or world translation. More than one finger gestures
are interpreted as translation, rotation and scale operations on ob-
jects or world. 3D objects are constrained to movements along the
plane parallel to the multi-touch surface. A gesture started with the
NDH can be complemented by the DH allowing translation, rota-
tion and scale with both hands (Figure 5).

Furthermore, bimanual interaction can be used to constrain
drawing operations. In which case, the NDH defines constraints
for the DH. For example, a user can sketch a straight line defining a
plane of symmetry. First, the user selects the straight line using his
NDH and sketches using the DH. As a result, the shapes sketched
with the DH are mirrored by the plane of symmetry.

7 CONTINUOUS INTERACTION ABOVE THE SURFACE

Gestures with the DH above the surface are interpreted as 3D object
creation or edition. Creation consists in extruding a planar shape

Figure 7: Extrusion along a curve gesture (left), 3D object scaling
using both hands (right).

Figure 8: Example of menu presented under the NDH (left), cloning
an object using both Hands (right)

previously sketched on the surface. The user first approaches the
DH index finger near a shape on the surface to highlight it. He then
performs a pinch gesture to extrude the shape along the normal of
the surface (Figure 6). The height of the extruded object is then
continuously updated and co-located with the finger position until
the button is released. Planar shapes can also be extruded along the
trajectory defined in the air after the user has selected this operation
in a menu displayed on the NDH (Figure 7). While the user is
defining the trajectory, the path is continuously re-evaluated and
fitted into line segments and curve pieces to create a beautifulized
freeform shape. Segments and curve pieces are created using the
approach proposed by Coquillart [7] to offset the gesture from the
centroid of the face to its vertexes and create a smooth free form
extrusion of the profile. This method allows to extrude both poly-
line and curvilinear profiles along linear or curvilinear paths.

Editing follows the push and pull modeling metaphor where
topological features of the shape (vertexes, edges and faces) are
moved in the air along the normal direction of the face it belongs
to. As described in Section 3.2, our continuous selection method
allows to distinguish which face an edge or a vertex belongs to if
needed. The user first highlights the geometrical feature by mov-
ing his DH index finger close to it. He then selects it with a pinch
gesture. The position of the geometrical feature is then updated ac-
cording to the finger position until the pinch gesture is released. Al-
ternatively faces can be extruded along to their normal or following
the trajectory defined by the user after the corresponding operation
has been selected in the menu displayed on the NDH. If no geomet-
rical feature is selected while doing the pinch gesture with the DH,
the user can sketch 3D poly-lines or curves in space.

The bimanual interaction used on the surface is also valid above
the surface allowing to rotate, translate and scale objects using two
fingers. As on the surface, the NDH begins the interaction using
a pinch gesture. The NDH defines translations only while the DH
adds rotation and scale operations using the method proposed by
Wang et al. [33]. These direct 3D object manipulations appear
much more efficient compared to indirect interactions on the multi-
touch surface alone (e.g. changing the depth of an object while
translating it along the surface plane).

Figure 9: Defining an height constraint with the NDH (left), scaling
with the NDH while extruding a shape (right).
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ABSTRACT 
Isometric and elastic devices are most compatible with a 
rate control mapping. However, the effect of elastic stiff-
ness has not been thoroughly investigated nor its interac-
tion with control gain. In a controlled experiment, these 
factors are investigated along with user feedback regarding 
ease-of-use and fatigue. The results reveal a U-shaped 
profile of control gain vs. movement time, with different 
profiles for different stiffness levels. Using the optimum 
control gain for each stiffness level, performance across 
stiffness levels was similar. However, users preferred lower 
stiffness and lower control gain levels due to increased 
controller displacement. Based on these results, design 
guidelines for elastic rate control devices are given.  
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces. 

General terms: Human factors 

Keywords: elastic, control gain, stiffness, rate control 

INTRODUCTION 
The mouse is an efficient pointing device [4,13,14], but 
there are environments without a flat surface where the 
mouse is not practical. Laptop manufacturers have re-
sponded with alternative pointing devices such as the touch 
pad. Like the mouse, the touch pad is an isotonic input 
device (it is free-moving and uses X-Y position as input) 
with a position control mapping (the input is mapped to an 
X-Y cursor position) [21]. However, the touch pad has a 
very small input area and requires frequent clutching which 
degrades performance [5]. Clutching can be reduced by 
increasing the ratio of control movement to display move-
ment (Control-Display gain, or CD gain) [1,3,9,10], but 
very high CD gain levels can hurt performance [1,9,10].  
Alternatively, clutching can be removed altogether by 
using a rate control mapping where the device input is 
mapped to a cursor velocity and direction. A rate control 
mapping is more suitable for an isometric or elastic device 
since they have a self-centering mechanism to return the 
device to a neutral state when released [21]. Isometric 

devices, such as the TrackPoint [15,17], do not perceptibly 
move and instead measure the force applied. Unfortunately, 
isotonic devices seem to be faster than isometric devices 
[6,7,14,16]. However, this difference could be due to non-
optimal device parameters. For example, isometric devices 
are also affected by control gain [9,11] and after some 
informal parameter tuning, Zhai found no difference be-
tween isotonic and isometric 6 DOF devices [21]. Another 
issue is that isometric devices lack proprioception, the 
human sense of position and movement of limbs, and may 
increase fatigue [21].  
In contrast, elastic devices have an effector which can be 
displaced over a certain operating range, with a spring 
applying an opposite force to self-centre (Figure 1). Yet, 
with the exception of Zhai’s small pilot experiment with a 
6 DOF input device [21], little is known about the effect of 
elastic device spring stiffness and there is no clear conclu-
sion for the added influence of control gain [4,7,9,11,18]. 
This, in spite of elastic devices appearing in the literature 
[5,8,12]. Without an understanding of the combined effect 
of elastic stiffness and control gain, tuning parameters for 
isometric or elastic devices will continue to be ad hoc.  
In this paper we present an experiment that systematically 
evaluates the interaction between control gain and stiffness 
using a high performance force feedback device. We found 
that the control gain vs. movement time has a U-shaped 
profile and in addition, that proprioception influences the 
shape of the U: with a carefully chosen control gain, elastic 
and isometric devices can perform equally well. However, 
our participants preferred more elasticity. We also show 
that operating range is not only affected by stiffness, but 
also by control gain. Finally, using these results, we give 
guidelines for the design and use of elastic and isometric 
rate control devices given the stiffness and operating range. 

operating range

effectorspring

neutral position

 
Figure 1. Elastic device composed of a spring attached to an 

effector. The resistive force is proportional to the effector 
displacement which is limited by the operating range.  
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ABSTRACT 
Position control devices enable precise selection, but sig-
nificant clutching degrades performance. Clutching can be 
reduced with high control-display gain or pointer accelera-
tion, but there are human and device limits. Elastic rate 
control eliminates clutching completely, but can make 
precise selection difficult. We show that hybrid position-
rate control can outperform position control by 20% when 
there is significant clutching, even when using pointer 
acceleration. Unlike previous work, our RubberEdge tech-
nique eliminates trajectory and velocity discontinuities. We 
derive predictive models for position control with clutching 
and hybrid control, and present a prototype RubberEdge 
position-rate control device including initial user feedback. 
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces 
General terms: Design, Human Factors 
Keywords: hybrid, pointing, clutching, mobile, elastic  
INTRODUCTION 
For the most part, a relative position control device, such as 
the mouse, will perform better than a rate control device, 
such as a joystick [6,9]. However, a potential issue with 
position control devices is when clutching – the momentary 
recalibration to avoid running out of input area – becomes 
more frequent, taking additional time [12,16]. Recently the 
resolution of digital displays has increased significantly, 
while the input area remains fixed, making clutching more 
of an issue. For example, laptops are available with 38cm 
(15") displays with resolutions in excess of 1400 × 1050 
pixels, yet the touch pad input space remains at about 4cm. 
With wall-sized displays, the difference is even greater.  
Clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display 
movement to control movement (Control-Display gain, or 
CD gain), but high CD gain can hurt performance 
[1,12,13,26]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity. Called pointer accelera-
tion, [12,21] this technique uses low CD gain at low veloc-

ity to improve precision and high CD gain at high velocity 
to cover large distances with minimal clutching.  
Clutching can be avoided altogether by using a rate control 
device such as the TrackPoint [26]. This may increase 
performance for long distance movements, but for shorter 
movements, where a position control device could be used 
without clutching, performance will suffer [9].  
To preserve the benefits of medium-distance position con-
trol and still accommodate long movements without clutch-
ing, simple hybrid position-and-rate control techniques 
have been proposed [2,22]. But without any haptic feed-
back, the transition between position and rate mode is dif-
ficult to distinguish and the rate is difficult to control. Zhai 
found that elastic feedback is well suited for rate control 
[26] and Dominjon et al. used elastic feedback for 3D hy-
brid position-and-rate control [8]. However, their mapping 
function has trajectory and velocity discontinuities when 
transitioning from position to rate control, further high-
lighting the challenges in designing a usable hybrid device. 
In this paper we present RubberEdge, a 2D hybrid position-
and-rate control technique using elastic feedback. Unlike 
past work, we designed a mapping function which enables 
a smooth transition from position to rate control. We con-
ducted an experiment to evaluate its performance and ex-
plore the interaction of CD gain and pointer acceleration. 
We found that our hybrid control technique outperforms 
position-only control by 20% with a small input area simi-
lar to a laptop touch pad. We derive two predictive models 
for selection time with clutching and hybrid control. Fi-
nally, we discuss a class of RubberEdge devices (Figure 1) 
and present our first physical RubberEdge prototype device 
for laptop touch pads, with initial user feedback.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 1: Design Concepts for RubberEdge Devices: 
(a) handheld pen tablet for a large display; (b) PDA 
with touch pad; (c) laptop touch pad    
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display, and the expected range of target widths and distances. These results
have particular applications to device and pointer function developers, and
future Fitts’ law researchers to ensure they are selecting CD gain levels appro-
priate for the intended hardware, software, and application usage scenario.

To avoid clutching when acquiring distant targets, the user must increase
the device operating range. Based on our experimental results, the maximum
operating range used in the first experiment was 36 cm with a CD gain of 1,
and in the second experiment it was 37 cm with a CD gain of 12 (where partic-
ipants clutched less than 1%). We also found that device speed increased with
larger operating range until a maximum limb speed affects performance. As a
result, we make a conservative estimate that the maximum operating range
(ORmax) should not exceed 30 cm. Using he largest expected target distance
(Dmax), the minimum usable CD gain (CDmin) can be calculated:

CD
D

ORmin
max

max

= (12)

The maximum usable CD gain (CDmax) is the lower bound of maximum us-
able CD gains given human limb precision and device quantization. The
maximum CD gain given limb precision (CDlmax) depends on the minimum
expected target width (Wmin) and the precision of the user’s limbs. We ob-
served accuracy problems with 2 mm targets and CD gain of 12. Because we
used a very high resolution 1600 DPI mouse, these problems must be related
to human accuracy rather than device quantization. Thus the minimum reso-
lution of the hand and fingers (Handres) appears to be about 0.2 mm. Device
quantization can also affect accuracy before this human threshold is reached,
so we must also consider the maximum CD gain given device quantization
(CDqmax) which is the ratio of mouse and screen resolution (Mouseres and
Screenres).

CD CD
Mouse DPI
Screen DPI

CDq
res

res
lmax max maxmin

( )
( )

,= = =!
"
# $

%
&

W
Hand res

min (13)

A graphical interpretation of the usable range of CD gain is shown in
Figure 18. For example, with a 400 DPI mouse, a 20' display with 100 DPI
resolution, a maximum 360 mm target distance, a minimum 2 mm target
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Figure 18. Usable CD gain range.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the use of friction based tactile dis-
plays for the simulation of finely textured surfaces, as such dis-
plays offer a promising way for the development of devices with
co-located vision and tactile feedback. The resolution of the tex-
tures rendered with such devices and their matching to real textures
have never been investigated. The paper first contributes to the eval-
uation of the texture resolution of friction based tactile displays. In
a controlled experiment, we investigate the differential thresholds
for square gratings simulated with a friction based tactile device by
dynamic touch. Then we compare them to the differential thresh-
olds of real square wave gratings. We found that the Weber fraction
remains constant across the different spatial period at 9%, which
is close to the Weber fraction found for corresponding real square
gratings. This study inclines us to conclude that friction based tac-
tile displays offers a realistic alternative to pin based arrays and can
be used for co-located vision and tactile rendering. From the results
of the experiment, we also give the design guidelines to improve the
perception of textures on friction based tactile displays.

Keywords: Tactile displays, co-located tactile displays, friction
based tactile displays, JND experiment, discrimination thresholds.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Haptic I/O—
Evaluation/methodology;

1 INTRODUCTION

In our daily life, touch and vision are co-located during the explo-
ration of objects. The perception of textures through the exploration
of surfaces with fingers is guided and influenced by vision. Some
properties of textures, like friction, roughness or stickiness, can be
inferred from the visual flow [9, 8] which in turn influences the
way of touching a surface. However, most tactile displays nowa-
days use a de-located interaction where the perception of textures
through touch and view are separated [25, 24]. Thus, the user per-
ceives the visual and haptic flows through different channels that
are integrated in her brain [11].

The development of co-located tactile displays where the dis-
play and simulation of textures occur at the same place constrains
to work with transparent tactile devices (Fig. 1). However the most
straightforward and intuitive way to simulate a texture is to repro-
duce its three dimension profile in a discrete way. This is usually
achieved with pin based arrays where each pin can be translated in-
dependently along the direction normal to the surface of simulation
[27, 34, 32, 33, 17, 28]. Considering this design, even if this kind
of technology is valid for other applications, it is not well appro-
priate for co-located interactions. One exception though to notice

!e-mail: melisande.biet@polytech-lille.fr
†e-mail:gery.casiez@lifl.fr
‡e-mail: frederic.giraud@polytech-lille.fr
§e-mail: betty.semail@polytech-lille.fr

is the Feelex developed by Iwata et al. that allows to feel and see
the shape of virtual objects in a co-located way [11]. However this
device is not portable and produces shadows beneath the finger that
reduce the fidelity of simulation.

Touching what one sees imposes to work with transparent con-
tinuous tactile devices. In a first effort towards this goal, some de-
vices intended to improve the experience of touchscreens start to
emerge on the market [23, 10]. The actuators used are made of
multilayer piezoceramic sandwiches, also called ”bending motor”.
With these devices, the whole screen vibrates to give, for instance,
the feeling of pushing buttons when they are touched. Even if it is a
first step towards the simulation of real textures, the tactile informa-
tion remains coarse since the tactile tactile feedback is a succession
of impulses coming from the rear of the screen.

To improve the texture rendering on co-located displays,
Takasaki et al. [30] proposed a device that simulates variable fric-
tion on a transparent surface to simulate sand paper. The use of
such devices, providing finely textured surfaces, is today the most
promising way to simulate realistic co-located tactile-display tex-
tures. A first experiment showed that this device can simulate dif-
ferent levels of roughness [19] but to the best of our knowledge,
there is no evaluation showing to what extend such devices can re-
produce real textures.

The technique of simulating textures on a variable friction de-
vice is less straightforward than the one used on pin based arrays
devices. With variable friction devices, the simulation of textures
consists in modifying the surface friction depending on the finger
tip position. In contrast, with pin arrays devices, the texture is re-
produced in three dimensions.

To evaluate to what extend virtual textures can match real tex-
tures, one can measure the difference in perception through the de-
termination of differential thresholds. The difference between the
differential thresholds of real and virtual textures can give a mea-

glass layer

piezoelectric
ceramic

LCD
display

Figure 1: Illustration of a design for the simulation of co-located vision
and tactile rendering with a friction based tactile display. The device
is composed of a glass layer with piezoelectric ceramics glued under
the surface to change the amount of friction of the surface. An LCD
screen fixed under the surface displays the visual representation of
the texture haptically rendered on the surface.
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640! 480 pixel resolution is positioned under the surface
to capture finger movements. This gives a maximum
resolution of 6.4 dots per cm (16.25 DPI) for finger
tracking. We used the iLight framework version 1.6 for
fingers detection and tracking. Finger data were then sent
using TUIO messages3 to a custom built 3D application
based on the Ogre3D framework.4 The source code of the
Ogre3D listener implementing the different interaction
techniques is available on github.5

6.2 Task and Participants
The task is a 3D peg-in-hole task similar to the one
described by Unger et al. [21] (Fig. 1), but without collision
detection enabled. Each experimental trial began after the
previous peg was successfully positioned and ended with
the successful positioning of the current peg. Participants
were asked to position and orientate as quickly as possible a
peg into a hole located at the middle of a 3D rectangular
parallelepiped. The latter was made transparent to ease the
fine positioning of the peg. The peg was made of a
rectangular base on which a cylindrical shape was extruded.
When both position and orientation were under a given
threshold, the peg turned green to indicate it was success-
fully located. The trial was considered as fully completed
when the peg stayed at the correct position for 0.8 s. The peg
then moved to another position, selected randomly on a
hemisphere (i.e., the center of the hemisphere was the center

of the hole and the radius was defined to fit within the
display space). The hole remained at the same place. In
addition to perspective and occlusion, we also added a
ground with shadows projection to improve depth percep-
tion. The virtual camera remained fixed during the whole
experiment. We controlled for the presence of depth
(whether translation along z-axis was required), the
combination of axes required for the rotation and the
amount of rotation required.

Six males with a mean age of 25 participated. Partici-
pants had variable experience with virtual reality and
multitouch displays. Two were experts, another had some
experience, and the others were novices.

6.3 First Results and Discussion

Task completion time is defined as the time it takes to
successfully position the current peg into the destination
from the last successfully positioned peg. Results exhibited
a strong learning effect indicating we should run more than
three blocks in the final study.

The majority of users feedback concerned Screen-Space.
They all complained about depth translation: they were
frustrated by being unable to control the depth position
with two fingers. They reported they were used to the pinch-
to-zoom gesture available on commercial products and that
handling depth translation with three fingers was tedious.
As our mapping controlled orientation only (i.e., three
DOF), one extra DOF remained available for the constraint
solver (i.e., two fingers allow to control up to four DOF). We
therefore decided to change our two fingers mapping and
we added the control of depth position in addition to
rotation (Fig. 3).

Based on these pilot results, we decided to increase the
number of blocks to five in the controlled experiment. We
also changed the mapping of two fingers with Screen-Space
to control both depth position and orientation.
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Fig. 1. Screen capture of the peg-in-hole task.

Fig. 2. Description of the Sticky Tools technique using the taxonomy.

Fig. 3. Description of the Screen-Space technique using the taxonomy.

3. http://tuio.org.
4. http://www.ogre3d.org.
5. https://gist.github.com/764989.

Fig. 4. Description of the DS3 technique using the taxonomy.
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ABSTRACT 
We present results from an experiment examining the area 
occluded by the hand when using a tablet-sized direct pen 
input device. Our results show that the pen, hand, and fore-
arm can occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display. The shape of 
the occluded area varies between participants due to differ-
ences in pen grip rather than simply anatomical differences. 
For the most part, individuals adopt a consistent posture for 
long and short selection tasks. Overall, many occluded pixels 
are located higher relative to the pen than previously thought. 
From the experimental data, a five-parameter scalable circle 
and pivoting rectangle geometric model is presented which 
captures the general shape of the occluded area relative to the 
pen position. This model fits the experimental data much 
better than the simple bounding box model often used implic-
itly by designers. The space of fitted parameters also serves 
to quantify the shape of occlusion. Finally, an initial design 
for a predictive version of the model is discussed.  
Author Keywords: Hand occlusion, pen input, Tablet PC. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and pres-
entation: User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Given our familiarity with using pens and pencils, one would 
expect that operating a tablet computer by drawing directly 
on the display would be more natural and efficient. However, 
issues specific to direct pen input, such as the user’s hand 
covering portions of the display during interaction – a phe-
nomena we term occlusion (Figure 1a) – create new problems 
not experienced with conventional mouse input [12].  
Compared to using pen on paper, occlusion with pen comput-
ing is more problematic. Unlike paper, the results of pen in-
put, or system generated messages, may be revealed in oc-
cluded areas of the display. Researchers have suggested that 
occlusion impedes performance [7,10] and have used it as 
motivation for interaction techniques [1,14,24], but as of yet 
there has been no systematic study or model to quantify the 
amount or shape of occlusion.  

Certainly, any designer can simply look down at their own 
hand while they operate a Tablet PC and take the perceived 
occlusion into account, but this type of ad hoc observation is 
unlikely to yield sound scientific findings or universal design 
guidelines. To study occlusion properly, we need to employ 
controlled experimental methods. 
In this paper we describe an experimental study using a novel 
combination of video capture, augmented reality marker 
tracking, and image processing techniques to capture images 
of hand and arm occlusion from the point-of-view of a user. 
We call these images occlusion silhouettes (Figure 1b). 
Analyses of these silhouettes found that the hand and arm can 
occlude up to 47% of a 12 inch display and that the shape of 
the occluded area varies across participants according to their 
style of pen grip, rather than basic anatomical differences. 
Based on our findings, we create a five parameter geometric 
model, comprised of a scalable circle and pivoting rectangle, 
to describe the general shape of the occluded area (Figure 
1c). Using non-linear optimization algorithms, we fit this 
geometric model to the silhouette images captured in the ex-
periment. We found that this geometric model matches the 
silhouettes with an F1 score [18] of 0.81 compared to 0.40 for 
the simple bounding box which designers often use implicitly 
to account for occlusion. The space of fitted parameters also 
serves as to quantify the shape of occlusion, capture different 
grip styles, and provide approximate empirical guidelines. 
Finally, we introduce an initial scheme for a predictive ver-
sion of the geometric model which could enable new types of 
occlusion-aware interaction techniques.  

 
Figure 1: (a) Occlusion caused by the hand with direct 
pen input; (b) an occlusion silhouette image taken 
from the point-of-view of a user and rectified; (c) a 
simplified circle and rectangle geometric model cap-
turing the general shape of the occluded area.  

(a)

(b) (c)
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available method for capturing actual hand shape. With 
minor rotation and offset transformations relative to the 
contact centroid, this should match a portion of the 
occluded area and forms a key part of our first geometric 
model. The problem is that the whole forearm is not usually 
captured due to its height above the diffuser, so we add a 
rectangle with a constant offset of 100 mm from the same 
centroid (Figure 6a). This DI model has five parameters: a 
distance and angle to describe the offset of the DI image, an 
angle for rotation of the DI image, and a rotation angle and 
width for the rectangle.  

 
Figure 6. Three occlusion shape models: (a) DI and rectangle; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle; (c) Vogel et al. 

Multi-Touch Circle and Rectangle Model 
Typically, FTIR only provides the shape and size of the 
contacts [8], and capacitive only X-Y contact positions. To 
cover a wider range of devices, we extended Vogel at al.'s 
circle and rectangle model (Figure 6c) to multi-touch 
postures. Our model has exactly the same five parameters 

(Figure 6b): distance q and angle ) describe the offset of 
circle from point p, the centroid of the actual finger contact 

points; r is the circle radius; 4 is angle of the rectangle; and 
w is the rectangle width. To represent extended fingers, we 
add an ellipse for each contact and position it relative to the 
circle. Specifically, the major axis is aligned with the vector 
from the contact point to the circle centre and its length is 
such that the minor axis forms a chord on the circle. We set 
the minor axis to 15 mm and scale the major axis such that 
the tip extends 10 mm beyond the contact. Since these are 
constants, no additional model parameters are introduced 
for the ellipses. When faced with modeling extended finger 
postures, the ellipses should increase accuracy compared to 
only Vogel et al.'s circle and rectangle (Figure 6c). A 
limitation is that we only have actual X-Y contacts, so a 
single finger contact with an open hand (like participant 8 
in Figure 9) would only have a single contact. In this case, 
the model can increase r and decrease q to remove the 
ellipse and cover the entire hand with the circle.  

Testing Models by Fitting to Captured Silhouettes 
To test and compare the models, we use the same approach 
as Vogel et al. [25]: we “fit” the model to each silhouette as 
accurately as possible and use precision-recall plots and F1 

scores to compare fidelity. Note that we are not learning 
model parameters, but rather estimating an upper bound for 
model capability. The reader can consult the prior art for 
methodology details noting these changes: we use a single 
fitting stage; we only used pattern search; we use the 
posture contact centroid; and our objective function simply 
maximizes the F2 score. F2 favours recall over precision so 
more of the occluded area is covered creating more false 
positives, but fewer false negatives — a quality Vogel et al. 
argue is desirable. To remain consistent with past work, we 
compare fidelity with the equally weighted F1 score. Since 
the models are one-handed, we remove two-handed 
transform cases. Fitting each model to the 9209 test cases 
took more than 12 hours with a 2.66 GHz quad processor.  

Mean F1 scores for the DI model and our multi-touch circle 
and rectangle model are comparable: 0.801 (SD 0.078) and 
0.808 (SD 0.064) respectively. We also tested the 
“fingerless” Vogel et al. model, which has a very 
respectable F1 of 0.785 (SD 0.066). Since our model is 
based closely on it, a similar score is expected, but it is 
encouraging to see the finger ellipses improve fidelity 
without additional parameters. 

Our geometric model is primarily useful for non-DI devices 
where only individual finger contacts are sensed, not 
postures like palm, fist, and side. Thus, comparing mean F1 
scores using only 1 to 5 digit contacts is more relevant. In 
this test, the DI model achieves a similar F1 score of 0.802 
(SD 0.074) and a precision-recall plot illustrates a precision 
bias (Figure 7a). Our multi-touch circle and rectangle 
model improves with 0.819 (SD 0.055) and the plot suggests 
very high recall and good precision (Figure 7b). The Vogel 
et al. model also improves to 0.797 (SD 0.057). 

 
Figure 7. Precision-recall concentration plots: (a) DI shadow; 

(b) multi-touch circle and rectangle. Points in upper right 
indicate better performance. 

IMAGE CORPUS 
Generating the occlusion design-time templates and testing 
different occlusion models leverages the large corpus of 
images and metadata we created in our experiment. This 
includes 16,320 sets of images synchronized with contact 
positions, sizes, and orientations. Each image set has an 
occlusion silhouette, raw and rectified versions of a point-
of-view frame capture, a DI capture, and an overhead frame 
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8   Experiment 2: Validation of Difficulty Estimation Rules 

A second experiment, similar to the first, was used to validate our execution difficulty 
rules as well as our simple production time estimation technique. The same apparatus, 
task, and design were used, but with 20 different gestures (Fig 6) and 11 new 
participants: 11 x 20 x 20 = 4,400 executions. 

 

Fig. 6. The validation set of 20 gestures 

Results 
We found the same high level of correlation between participants' difficulty Rating 
(Kendall's W=.78, �2(19)=163.61, p<.001) and Ranking (W=.80, �2(19)=166.79, 
p<.001). Rating and Ranking were again highly correlated (�(N=20)=.94, p=.01). 

Estimates of Execution Difficulty 
We first establish an accuracy upper bound using the actual measured production 
times logged in the experiment. To test the accuracy of estimating Ranking using Rule 
1, we ordered the gestures in ascending order of production time, and correlated the 
resulting ranks with the median participant Ranking. Again, there was a strong 
correlation (�(N=20)=.94, p=.01). Then, we applied Rule 1 for each pair of gestures 
(A,B) out of the (20x19)/2 = 190 possibilities, and calculated an accuracy rate (how 
many times the estimate was correct). In this way, estimating Ranking using Rule 1 
attained 93% accuracy: 14 errors out of 190 tests. For Rule 2, we used the simplified 
Bayes parameters generated from Experiment 1 (Table 5). Estimating Rating using 
Rule 2 attained 90%: 18 gestures were correctly classified according to median 
participant Rating. The rectangle gesture was classified as easy instead of very easy to 
execute, and tree was classified as easy instead of moderate (both were shifted by one 
Rating class). 

Next, we tested the accuracy of our rules using an estimate of production time 
generated from a small number of samples. Based on our analysis in the previous 
section, we tested N=1,3,5 participants and M=3 gesture execution samples. Rating 
accuracies varied from 66.9% to 79.8% while Ranking increased from 89.6% to 
91.3%. Table 6 shows the accuracy rates obtained. We also re-tested using CLC and 
Isokoski for input to the model. CLC still produced a low Rating accuracy of 25%, 
but it performed better for Ranking with 75% accuracy. Isokoski did very well with 
87% for Ranking, but cannot be used to estimate Rating. Overall, our rules to estimate 
difficulty performed well with our validation data, even when using only three 
samples from three participants as an estimate of production time. 


